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1    Introduction 

Historically the cohomological field theory first has been introduced as 
a twisted version of global space-time supersymmetric quantum field 
theory, specifically the N — 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in 
four dimensional space-time [1]. The global space-time supersymme- 
try, by definition, requires the existence of a spinor which is constant 
everywhere on the space-time manifold M. A spinor does exist on a 
spin manifold. A spin manifold, however, rarely admits a constant 
spinor. The canonical way overcoming the above difficulty is localiz- 
ing the supersymmetry, which procedure almost magically introduces 
(super-)gravity into the picture. 

There is a second option called twisting, meaning that one defines a 
new Lorentz symmetry group by a suitable combination of the original 
Lorentz symmetry with an internal global symmetry of the theory. As 
a result, the supercharges transform differently under the new Lorentz 
symmetry, which typically includes some components which transform 
as scalars. Such a scalar component Q, which is nilpotent Q2 = 0, is 
regarded as a supercharge of the twisted theory. The resulting theory 
is well-defined on an arbitrary space-time since there are no global 
obstruction for a scalar and enjoys general covariance without gravity. 
The path integral of the theory depends only on the global cohomology 
of Q, provided that one uses Q-invariant observables, which property 
coined the adjective cohomological [2]. 

A twisted theory is closely related to the underlying space-time su- 
persymmetric theory. Namely the path integral of the twisted theory 
computes a certain chiral (or BPS) sector of physical amplitudes [3], 
[4]. This is due to the trivial holonomy of flat space-time where the 
physical theory is usually defined. Then twisting is a physically in- 
visible operation. The typical physical application of a twisted theory 
is a non-perturbative test of certain duality utilizing the semi-classical 
exactness of the path integral. Two famous examples are given by 
mirror symmetry [5], [6] and the ^-duality of JV = 4 supersymmetric 
Yang-Mills theory in four-dimensions [7]. The twisted version of four 
dimensional JV = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory - the Donaldson- 
Witten theory [1], [8], also provided crucial hints [9], [10] on the cele- 
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brated Seiberg-Witten solutions of the original N = 2 theory [ll].1 

In general we may forget about the underlying physical origin of a 
cohomological field theory and define the theory as a quantum field the- 
ory with global fermionic symmetry. Such a theory may not be directly 
obtainable as a twisted version of underlying space-time supersymmet- 
ric theory. The most fundamental property of a quantum field theory 
with global fermionic symmetry is the fixed point theorem of Witten 
[3], [13]. Almost all the other properties of cohomological field theory 
can be obtained as certain a lemma of the theorem. 

In this paper we develop a general approach which identifies any co- 
homological field theory with 0 + O-dimensional supersymmetric sigma 
model. Being in zero-dimensions the (space-time) supersymmetry sim- 
ply means global fermionic symmetry. The target space of our sigma- 
model may be some function space X in the theorem quoted above. 
Such a space may be any (non-linear or linear and finite or infinite 
dimensional) endowed with any of 

Riemannian D Kahler D hyper-Kahler (1.1) 

structures. Actually the above structures may not be regarded as a 
priori notions. The cohomological field theory can be classified by the 
number Nc = (A/j1-, iV~) of global supercharges, where we have N++N~ 
independent mutually nilpotent fermionic charges and Aff denote the 
number of charges carrying fermionic (or ghost) numbers ±1. Then we 
have the following sequence of fermionic symmetries 

JV+ = 1 D iVc
+ = 2 D A^ = 4, (1.2) 

which determine the sequence of geometrical structures (l.l).2 

1We must stress here that solutions of the underlying physical theory provides 
us with invaluable insights in the mathematical problem defined by the twisted the- 
ory. Perhaps one of the most beautiful properties of quantum field theory is that 
the theory depends on a scale. The equally beautiful property of cohomological 
field theory is that the theory does not depends on a scale. Thus the mathematical 
problem defined by the latter theory can be solved in terms of the former theory 
in different scale where its relevant degrees of freedom is, often, completely differ- 
ent from the original microscopic ones. The historical example is, of course, the 
Donaldson versus Seiberg-Witten invariant [12]. 

2The above correspondence is originally due to supersymmetric sigma models in 
two-dimensions [14], [15], [16]. In certain respects, such a correspondence in zero- 
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In this paper we specialize to models with a Kahler structure. Those 
models are quite general and allow us to have very compact formula- 
tions. The initial data will be some function space X endowed with a 
complex structure compatible with the supersymmetry. Then most of 
the other structures of the models can be fixed. We will introduce three 
types of models, two with Nc = (2,0) and one with A^ = (2, 2) symme- 
try, and establish general interrelations. For each type we will consider 
non-linear X and linear or non-linear X with a group Q acting on X. In 
due course the relation between our construction and two-dimensional 
supersymmetric field theory will become obvious. This opens up pos- 
sibilities of stringy generalizations of those differential-topological in- 
variants defined by cohomological field theory. This chapter may be 
also viewed, after slight modifications, as an unorthodox introduction 
to two-dimensional supersymmetric field theories. Our presentation 
for models with a group action will parallel the original literature on 
NW8 = (2,2) and Nws = (2,0) gauged linear sigma-models in two di- 
mensions [18], [19]. We should also mention the influential paper of 
Witten on supersymmetry and Morse theory [20] dealing with (0 + 1)- 
dimensional supersymmetric sigma models, which can be regarded as 
the origin of cohomological field theory.3 

Perhaps our definition for cohomological field theory as a zero di- 
mensional sigma model might be confusing. If the target space X is 
the function space of certain fields on a manifold M we have a tra- 
ditional cohomological field theory on M. As some general literature 
for cohomological field theory we refer to [2] and [21] for short but 
lucid introductions. We refer to [22] for a general reference for the Rie- 
mannian version of /fc = (2,0) models. For the Riemannian version 
of Afc = (2, 2) model, called balanced cohomological field theory, we 
refer to [23]. For a mathematician the path integral of a cohomologi- 
cal field theory is Mathai-Quillen formalism of integral representation 
of Thorn class [24], [21]. Though we will never refer to Mathai and 
Quillen, our (path) integral formula can be viewed as Kahler version of 

dimensional models is more striking since we do not need any underlying geometrical 
objects like the two-dimensional space-time. Actually the sequence (1.2) leads to 
more general geometrical structures including torsion [17]. However, the author is 
not aware of any examples of traditional cohomological field theory with torsion in 
the space of fields. 

3It is ironical since his construction can be regarded as, in our viewpoints, a 
generalized cohomological field theory. 
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Mathai-Quillen formalism. More precisely our formua should be viewed 
as a certain equivariant generalization of Fulton and MacPerson's in- 
tersection theory [25]. For a physicist a cohomological field theory a 
supersymmetric gauged sigma model in (0 + 0)-dimensions. Though we 
will never use the superspace formalism our construction is equivalent 
to N = 2 superspace formalism. 

The most fundamental property of a quantum field theory with a 
global fermionic symmetry is the fixed point theorem of Witten. Almost 
all the other properties of cohomological field theory can be obtained 
as a certain lemma of the theorem. We refer to the original references 
[3], [13] for this crucial theorem. 

Standard Models of Cohomological 
Field Theory 

This and the next chapters are devoted to an elementary and self- 
contained introduction to cohomological field theory. Though elemen- 
tary, we will develop the most general construction of cohomological 
field theory involving Kahler geometry. 

In this chapter we consider supersymmetric sigma models in (0 + 0) 
dimensions, whose target space is a compact complex Kahler manifold 
X. Those models may be regarded as the quantum theory of single 
point-like "instanton" - the point-like event of X or point-like instanton 
probes of the classical geometry of X by means of the path integral. 
The space of all bosonic field will be the configuration space of the 
instanton, which is a copy of the manifold X. We will start from the 
simplest iVc = (2,0) model as a toy model. A slightly more complicated 
iVc — (2, 2) model follows. Then we generalize it to another Nc = (2,0) 
model. We will survey how those supersymmetric theories probe or 
give rise to the classical geometry of Kahler manifolds X, its tangent 
bundle TX and holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle E over X. The 
models to be covered here will be used as the prototypes of all the other 
more elaborated models to be introduced later. We refer to the models 
in this chapter as standard models since any cohomological field theory 
will reproduce to one of those models if it is "generic". 
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We follow a typical procedure of defining supersymmetric field the- 
ory, namely introducing bosonic fields, supercharges with their algebra, 
fermionic superpartners, supersymmetric action functional, and study- 
ing path integrals. Due to the triviality of the model everything can 
be made completely rigorous. Assuming existence of nil-potent super- 
charges, a simple application of Poincare lemma leads to an appropriate 
supersymmetric action functional. All the other geometrical structures 
then naturally follow. We will also clarify the geometrical meaning of 
the supercharges. 

2.1    A Toy Model 

In this section we design perhaps the simplest path integral, which has 
many of the basic properties of cohomological field theory. 

Consider a compact complex n-dimensional space X . We pick local 
coordinates x7, / = 1,..., 2n on X. The local complex coordinates on 
X will be denoted as z2, i = l,...,n; their complex conjugates are 
z1 = z1. Let X1 be local coordinates fields describing the position of an 
instanton on X. More precisely, the X1 parameterize a map 

X1 '.point-^X. (2.1) 

We denote by X1 local complex coordinates fields and X1 be their com- 
plex conjugates. We call X1 and X1 bosonic fields. We introduce 
anti-commuting operators s and 5 called supercharges satisfying the 
following anti-commutation relations, 

5
2 = 0, {s,8} = 0, s2 = 0. (2.2) 

We define a pair of graded quantum number (ghost numbers) (p, q) 
such that s and s carry the following ghost numbers 

5:(1,0),        S: (0,1). (2.3) 

We call the supersymmetry (2.2) of type TVc = (2, 0), meaning that we 
have two supercharges both carrying positive ghost numbers. 

We assume that the X1 are holomorphic fields, meaning that_5Xz = 
0, and their complex conjugate X1 are anti-holomorphic, sXl = 0. 
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Then we can postulate the following supersymmetry transformation 
laws 

sX1 = i^% s^ = 0, 

sX* = 0, si/;* = 0, 

sX1 = 0, si/;1 = 0, 

-sX1 = i^\ aiF = 0. (2.4) 

From the above we may write s and s as follows 

5 -r  d 
s = i^ l = i^1 =. (2.5) 

^ dX*' ^ dJO 

We call the anti-commuting superpartners ip* and T/;
2
 of X1 and X1, 

respectively, fermionic fields. They carry the ghost numbers (1,0) 
and (0,1), respectively. In general, a field with ghost number (p,g) 
is fermionic if p + q is odd while, otherwise, it is bosonic. 

Now we consider an action functional S (X\ X\ ip1, tp1) which is in- 
variant under both of thesupersymmetries with supercharges s and s. 
The conditions for supersymmetry sS = sS = 0 together with the anti- 
commutation relations (2.2) imply, due to the Poincare lemma, that S 
may be written as 

S = i8slC{X\X% (2.6) 

where /C is a locally defined real functional of X1 and X\ Applying the 
transformation laws (2.4) we have 

S = i (    dK    \ ipij? := -z/CTV>VJ. (2.7) 
\dX*dX3j** l3 K     ) 

Now we consider the Feynman path integral of our model. The 
partition function is defined as integration over the space of all fields 
weighted by e~5, 

Z =  [[VXVXVipV^] e'8. (2.8) 

In everyday quantum field theory, we usually do not have a well-defined 
path integral measure though we have well-established rules of doing 
the path integral at least for the perturbative regime.  For our trivial 
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quantum field theory the path integral measure is perfectly well-defined. 
The space of all bosonic fields is a copy of X. Thus the path integral 
is an integral over X. We have 

Z = /   H dXkdXUd^kd^e^ (iJC^r/A . (2.9) 
x k,k=i 

Remark that the path integral measure carries ghost number (n, n), i.e., 
the ghost number anomaly. In the above evaluation we used the basic 
fact of integration over Grassmann numbers that the integrand should 
also carry the net ghost number (n, n) to have a non-vanishing integral. 
Performing the integral over ijj1 and ifj% using the law of integral over 
Grassmannian number, we have 

r     n 

Z=       JJ dXkdXkdet(iJCil). (2.10) 
Jx k,k=i 

Now we compare the properties of our model with the differential 
geometry of the Kahler manifold X. We denote the space of r-forms 
on X by Qr(X). We have the exterior derivative 

d:nr(x)-^nr+1(x) 

satisfying d2 = 0. For any complex manifold we have decompositions 

nr(x) = 0 w«(x) 
r=p+q 

of r-forms into type (p, g)-forms with p + q = r.  Similarly we have a 
decomposition d = d + d such that 

8 : W>q(X) -► np^q{X),        d : W>q{X) -* SV+^iX),        (2.11) 

and 
a2 = 0,        {8,8} = 0,        d2 = 0. (2.12) 

In terms of the local complex coordinates z1 and zl we have 

d = dziJ^,        d = dz'-^. (2.13) 
dz1' dz* V       ; 
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A complex manifold is Kahler iff there exists a non-degenerated type 
(1, l)-form w satisfying dw = 0. A basic fact of the Kahler geometry 
is that the Kahler metric tensor g^ can be written as 

d2f J (2.14) 13     dztdzi' 

where / is a Kahler potential. The Kahler form w is given by 

zu = vj-jdz* A dzj = igfjdz1 A dzj, (2.15) 

where wfj = -w-- while g-- - g--. 

A comparison with our supersymmetric theory leads to the following 
obvious dictionary 

z* -> X\       dz1 -* ii/j\ 

z1^XJ,       dz1-^^1. (2.16) 

Under the above isomorphism the relations (2.12) and (2.13) become 
(2.2) and (2.5), respectively, such that 

d-*s,        a^s. (2.17) 

Also the Kahler form w in (2.15), after identifying /C with a Kahler 
potential / of X, i.e., /Qj = <^j, becomes (minus) our action functional 
S in (2.7). Now we examine the partition function Z defined by (2.9). 
It is obvious that, compare with (2.10) 

Z= f ev=  f^= f   J] dzkdzlidet{ig^ (2.18) 

where the second identity follows from the fact that the integrand 
should be a top form and the third identity follows from the defini- 
tion of VJ. Thus the partition function of our first supersymmetric field 
theory is the symplectic volume of X. We remark that the second 
identity is equivalent to the condition of the ghost number anomaly 
cancellation. 

One may formalize the above correspondence as follows. For the 
tangent bundle TX we define an associated superspace TX where the 
hat symbol denotes the parity change of the fiber as in (2.16).  Then 
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the supercharges s and s are odd vectors and the action S is a function 
onTX. 

Now we move on to observables and correlation functions. A super- 
symmetric observable a is a quantity invariant under the symmetry of 
the theory and annihilated by supercharges. We consider the following 
polynomial function on TX, 

S™ = "ii-iji..^1 ■ ■ ■ ^V1 • • • i>lp, (2.19) 

carrying the ghost numbers (p,g). Due to the isomorphism (2.16) 
33*9 = 0 iff dcP>q = 0 where of* G QM(X) is the (p,gr)-form on 
X defined by 

a™ = a^ij^jdz*1 A ... A dzip A d^1 A... Adz?*. (2.20) 

Note that 5 defines a Dolbeault cohomology on the space of observables 
graded by the ghost numbers which correspond to the form degrees. 
In the above we showed that the s cohomology is isomorphic to the 
Dolbeault cohomology (5, fi*'*(X)) on X. 

The correlation function of observables or the expectation value is 
defined by 

JJ SP""** \ =  [[VXVXV^V^] JJ ap™>qm • e"5. (2.21) 
^m=l / ^ m=l 

For the present model we see that 

Y[ aPrn'qm ) = / c^1*® A ... A a^^ A ew. (2.22) 

Obviously we have non-vanishing correlation function if the observables 
satisfy the ghost number anomaly cancellation condition 

l^ftn) = (*,*), ^^ (2-23) 
m—1 

Then 

TT SPm'9m ) = ,    1   „  /  aPl'q2 A ... A cfr<qr Am A... Aw. (2.24) 
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It follows that correlation functions of supersymmetric observables de- 
pend only on the cohomology classes of observables and the Kahler form 
w.4 Thus the correlation function computes the classical cohomology 
ring of the target space X. Equivalently the correlation function com- 
putes intersection numbers of homology cycles dual to ap,q G Hp,q(X). 

Using our toy model we illustrated many of the basic properties of 
cohomological field theory. In general, however, life is never as simple as 
in the idealized world. Typically we encounter an infinite dimensional 
space of certain set of fields on a manifold M as our target space X. 
Furthermore there usually exists an infinite dimensional group action 
on the target space. Nonetheless one is eventually interested in the 
subspace defined as the solution space of certain first order differential 
equations, modulo the gauge symmetry. Thus we will need a machinery 
to reduce the path integral to such a subspace and to take care of the 
group action, as we will do later. 

For the time being we ignore those things and assume that the path 
integral is eventually reduced to some finite dimensional moduli space. 
Then it may be equivalent to our toy model. We may call a quantum 
field theory on M with such a property a cohomological field theory. 
Usually the differential geometrical structures of the moduli space are 
induced from those of M. Such a field theory on M has global su- 
persymmetry equivalent to (0 + 0)-dimensional supersymmetry. The 
cohomology of such a global supersymmetry is isomorphic to a certain 
cohomology of M. Consequently the correlation functions of super- 
symmetric observables are differential topological invariant of M. We 
refer to the original paper [1] of Witten for a lucid exposition of general 
properties of such a cohomological field theory. Here we repeated many 
of his arguments, perhaps in a slightly different context. 

2.2    7VC = (2,2) Model 

In this section we consider a somewhat more interesting model by gen- 
eralizing the toy model of the previous section. We introduce two copies 

4Consider the integral Jx (ie™ where (5 is a closed (£, £)-form. Let 7 be homology 
cycle Poincare dual to wi. Then the integral reduces to T^T^T / /?• Let /?' belongs 
to the same cohomology class as /3, i.e., j3' = (3 + da. We have, using Stokes' 
theorem, /7(/3' -0) = ^da = /^ a = 0. 
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(s±,~s±) of the fermionic charges (s, s). We regard the above doubling 
as a ^-grading in the sense that supercharges carry the following ghost 
numbers (p, q) introduced for the toy model, 

«+:(+l,0),        8+:(0,+l), 

5_ : (-1,0),        5_ : (0,-1). (2.25) 

Thus the supercharges s+ and 5+ can be identified with the original 
supercharges s and 5 of the toy model. We want to define a super- 
symmetric theory invariant under all four supercharges. Obviously we 
will have a ^-symmetry exchanging the + and — indices. We will say 
that the resulting theory is of type A^ = (2, 2). We will see that such a 
model is related with the geometry of tangent bundle TX of a Kahler 
manifold X. The partition function of this model can be identified with 
the Euler characteristic of X. 

2.2.1    Basic Structures 

We postulate that the supercharges satisfy the following anti-commut- 
ation relations, 

4 = 0,        {s±,8±} = 0,        4 = 0, (2.26) 

and 

{*+,*_} = 0,        {s±,%} = 0,        {s+,5_} = 0, (2.27) 

which is an obvious generalization of (2.2). We will consider the same 
bosonic fields X1 and X1 as in our toy model. We demand X1 to be bi- 
holomorphic or chiral, meaning that s-t-X2 = 0.5 We call the complex 
conjugates X1 anti-chiral, meaning that s+X1 = S-Xl = 0. Now the 
anti-commutation relations among supercharges suggest that we have 
the following chiral multiplets 

^1  A-  Xi  A v+ 
^ /I      • (2.28) 

5 Note that this choice is arbitrary. We may also demand twisted bi-holomor- 
phicity or twisted chirality by imposing s+X* — S-Xl = 0. A model with both 
chiral and twisted chiral multiplets has very interesting properties. 
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In the above Hl are called auxiliary fields, which are introduced due to 
the conditions 

{s+, s.}Xi - zs+V- + is-ifrl = 0, (2.29) 

can be solved as s±ipl = -LH1 while they are indeterminate.6 Denoting 
5 = 5+e_ + s_6-t_ + 5+6_ + s_e+ we have the following transformation 
laws for chiral and anti-chiral multiplets, 

(J/r =0 8H1 =0. (2.30) 

Now we define a natural supersymmetric action functional. The 
requirements s±S = "£±5 = 0 for 5 to have A^c = (2, 2) supersymmetry 
and the anti-commutation relations (2.26) and 
eqrefabac imply, by repeatedly applying the Poincare lemma, that we 
can write S as follows, 

S = s+s+s_s_/C(Xi, X1), (2.31) 

where /C(X2,XZ) is a locally defined real functional. Expanding the 
above we have 

S = gqWH? + id^.. ^_IP +1%0 Vj AVI + difaQ ^l^-^ 
(2.32) 

where ^ = d/dX1 and 3-^ = d/dXj and we set ^ := d^K. We can 

integrate out the auxiliary fields H1 and iif2 by a Gaussian integral, or, 
equivalently, eliminate them by pluging in the algebraic equations of 
motions for U% and 1I%\ 

H^+ig^d^ga^l, (2.33) 

where g^ is the inverse of g^. Then we obtain the new action functional 

 S' = -Re-kij ^X^L (2.34) 
6The equation might also be solved as s±il)% = 0 without introducing Hl. How- 

ever, the auxiliary fields are indispensable. The moral is that we better keep it 
whenever we encounter redundancy. 
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where 

Rag = -^Afty + g^da^djg^ (2.35) 

which can be identified with the the Riemann curvature tensor of TX 
if JC is a Kahler potential of X. Remark that the non-vanishing com- 
ponents of the Christoffel symbols in the Kahler geometry are 

Tie = SpfaQ,       4 = gfidsga. (2.36) 

The new action S" is invariant under the supersymmetry after modi- 
fying the transformation laws (2.30) by replacing Hl and Hl by their 
on-shell expressions (2.33). 

Now we examine the path integral. The partition function is defined 
as usual, 

Z= f[VXVXV^±V^±]e-s\ 

(2.37) 

27r 
k,k=l 

where the integration is over the space of all fields. The bosonic part of 
the path integral is an integration over a copy of X. We first perform 
the integral over ip%

+ and ^ which, as we saw earlier, is equivalent to 

replacing R^j ip+i/j+ipi.ipi. by the (1, l)-form R^ :— Rkjfjdzk A dz1 on 

Z = (J^J fx H ^-^- exP (% t-P-) ■ (2-38) 
k,k=l 

Integration over ?/>?_ and ip1 leads to 

Z=J^YSX det{Rii)=Le{TX) := x(TX),   (2, 39) 

The last identity is due to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Thus the parti- 
tion function computes the Euler characteristic x(X) = x(TX) of the 
manifold X. 
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2.2.2    Geometrical Interpretation of Supercharges 

Now we examine the geometrical meaning of our supercharges. In Sect. 
2.1.1 we already saw that the supercharges 8+ and 8+ are associated 
with the d and d differential on the target space X. Our task is to 
understand the geometrical meaning of the remaining supercharges s_ 
and 5_. 

We begin with discarding the obvious candidates for s_ and 5_, 
namely the operators 5* and d  defined by 

5* = - * 5* : np>q{X) -> W-^X), 

d* = - * a*: n™(x) -+ np>q-l(x), (2.40) 

where * denote the Hodge star. They satisfy the following relations 

<9*2 = 0,        {d*,9*} = 0,        a*2 = 0, (2.41) 

and decrease the form degree by (—1,0) and (0,-1) , respectively. We 
have, however, well-known relations in Kahler geometry 

{d,d*} = {d,d*} = ±{d,d*}=1-V, (2.42) 

where V is the Laplacian. On the other hand we have {s+,s_} = 
{s+,5_} = 0. We also have more obvious problem from d*Xl = 0, 
while S-Xl = iijj^ ^ 0. Thus we have to seek an alternative set of 
operators. 

We first consider the real symplectic case and then specialize to the 
Kahler case. Consider a symplectic manifold with symplectic form w = 
wjjdx1 A dxJ. Since the matrix ZUJJ = —ZUJJ is non-degenerated we 
have a well-defined inverse matrix zuJI. Using wJI we have a canonical 
map from a cotangent vector to a tangent vector.7 Denoting a = ajdx1 

and a = 57^7 for a cotangent vector and its dual tangent vector, 
respectively, we have 

a1 = wIJaj. (2.43) 

One may define the corresponding operator n as follows 

w u d \      d (     d \     d 
n := — { {0e?) 5(EJ) " V®^) W*).''       (2'44) 

7
We may also consider a Poisson manifold with a bi-vector vuIJ. 
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where the symbol 0-^r means taking tensor product. For instance we 
have 

u     (     d \ d(dxL)        rj      d       ^ d       ~      ln Ars na = v'W t®^j J^ = ^a^ = a'^ = a.     (2.45) 

Similarly fl induce an isomorphism 

n : T(APT*X (8) AqTX) -» r(Ap-1T*X ® Aq+1TX)} (2.46) 

where TX and r*X are the tangent and cotangent vector, respectively, 
and T denotes the space of sections. Note that r(ApT*X ® AqTX) = 
nP(X,AqTX). 

Now we can define a first order differential operator by taking the 
composition of Fl and the exterior derivative <i, 

d : n(ApT*X (8) A^TX) -> n(ApHhlT*X ® A9TX), (2.47) 

as follows, 

d := (nd - dn) : fi(Apr*X ® A«TX) -> n(ApT*X ® A9+1TX).   (2.48) 

We will conveniently assign the form degree —1 to the operator d. One 
can check _ 

d2 = 0,        {d,d} = 0, (2.49) 

after a direct computations. We also have the following obvious but 
important relation 

d : x1 —> dx1", 

dix7^^77-^. (2.50) 
ox1 

Thus for a symplectic manifold X with the symplectic form w we have 

(xI,dxI,d/dxI]d,d), 

where dx1 and d/dx1 denote local coordinates in the fiber of TX and the 
fiber of T*X, respectively. To relate with supersymmetry we perform 
the parity changes for both the fibers of TX and T*X, i.e., TX and 
T*X. Then we have a map 

{x^dx^d/dxt-dj) -> (x^i,ixj;Q+,<2-), (2.51) 
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where everything is in real coordinates, ij;{_ := TU
IJ

XJ and Q± = s±+'s±. 

One may compare our operator d with the (different) operator A 
defined by Koszul [26]. The operator A is define as 

A:=nkd-dnk, (2.52) 

where n^ in the notation of (2.44) is given by 

_ w^_ f d2 d2 \ 
nfc:~    2    [didx^didx*7)      didx^didx1)) ' ^       ' 

Thus A is a second order differential operator with degree —1 on 
r(A*T*X) = n*(X) and we have Ax1 = 0.8 

Now we return to a Kahler manifold X with Kahler form w = 
mi-jdzlAdzj and show that the above interpretation is indeed the correct 
one. It is suffice to consider the holomorphic half, say s+ and s_. The 
operator n is decomposed as n = ("Y + n" where 

2    v   '    '^dipy 

V? = +\tf>{Xl,XJ)xi-?T, (2.54) 
z dilr+ 

where we did parity change Fl —> n by 

dzl -> z^,        d/dz1 -> ixi, 

dzJ -+ iifi^       d/dz1 -* ixi- (2.55) 

Now we define 
s_ - n's+ - s+n'. (2.56) 

From 
s+ = ^w*' (2-57) 

8
Koszul proved A2 = {<i, A} = 0 and defined a covariant Schouten-Nijenhuis 

bracket, a,/3 € 0*(X), 

{«, ^}5Ar = (Aa) A /? + (-l)|a|Q: A Aa - A(a A /3). 
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we have 

s- = -r<J^ + 5&*W (2'58) 

Now we can check if the above identification of the supercharge s_ 
is the correct one. After direct computations we find the following 
relations 

s+x* = #;,     s+^ = o, 
dm1! 

s+Xl = 0, s+ipi - +iwJl-^^i;k
+ip

e_, 

s-X1 = o,        S-I/J^ = -M^^fcV'iV'i, 

s^Xi = i^i_,        s_^L = 0l (2.59) 

where we defined 

il>L = -\^XT (2.60) 

In checking S-il)l_ =0 we used the torsion-free condition of the Hermi- 
tian connection of TX, equivalent to the condition dm = 0. Using the 
relation 

wij = % = ~wli (2-61) 

we see that the above is exactly the supersymmetry algebra of s+ and 
5_ in (2.30) after replacing the auxiliary fields Hl by their on-shell 
values given by (2.33). 

Now we summarize. We have the following operators 

. ,%   & & & 
s+ = ^+0x1'       s- = n s+ - s+n ' 

3+ = i^V^f i       5- = n"s+ - ^"^ (2-62) 

such that 

s+ :n
p'9 (ArfX 0 ASTJ) -»• fip+1'« (Arf^ ® Asfx) , 

s+ :Qp'9 (ArfX ® ASTX) -4 i7p'9+1 (A'TX ® AsTx) , 

s_ :Qp'9 (A1-
?^ 0 ASTX) -4 np>q {^r+xfX ® AsfJ) , 

s_ :f2p'9 ('Arfx (g) As;fJ) -» Qp'9 (ArfX ® As+1^) ,        (2.63) 
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where TX denotes the holomorphic parts of the tangent bundle TX = 
TX@TXoiX. 

2.2.3    Introducing a Holomorphic Potential 

Now we consider a more general action functional. We pick a holo- 
morphic function W(XZ) of the chiral fields X1. Since "s±X2 = 0 we 
have s±W(X*) = 0. It follows that we have the following more general 
iV = (2,2) supersymmetric action functional, 

5(A) = 5+s+s_s_/C(X\XT) + As+s.WpT) + As+s.WpT),   (2.64) 

where A is certain coupling constant introduced for convenience. Ex- 
panding 5(A) we find 

S{\) = gqlTHi + i (afc^* VL - AFj) IP + iW {d^g^il - XV^) 
fly. fly,   _   _ _ 

where we set Vi := dW/dXl. Now we integrate out the auxiliary fields 
by their algebraic equations of motions 

IP = -trwvt^i + iX9f% 
IP = MTyiil - iX/'Vj, (2.66) 

where we used the notations in (2.36). We have 

-Rm^l^_. (2.67) 

where 

DXJ-dxJ + TijVe- (2-68) 

2.2.4    The Partition Function 

The partition function is independent of A since A dependent term is s±- 
exact deformation of S. In the limit A —> oo the dominant contributions 
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to the path integral are from the vanishing locus of holomorphic vector 
fields Vi. Or we may simply apply the fixed point theorem of Witten 
to reach the same conclusion; from the supersymmetry transformation 
laws (2.30) we see that the fixed point equations are V4 = Hl = 0. 
From the relations (2.41) the above implies Vi = 0. 

For generic choices the vanishing locus will be zero dimensional and 
consists of isolated points. Then there are no fermionic zero-modes 
and the action functional evaluated at such a point is simply 0. Thus 
the partition function is just the sum of contributions of each point 
weighted by the one loop determinants of the transverse degrees of 
freedom. Due to the Bose-Fermi symmetry such a determinant is ±1, 
depending on a certain orientation, due to supersymmetry and due to 
the ambiguity in taking the square root of the determinant. In our case 
they always can be set +1 since the ambiguities from holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic contribution cancel each other. Thus the partition 
function is the number of zeros. If we turn off the potential we recover 
the original model. This gives rise to the Poincare-Hopf theorem. We 
should mention that the usual derivation of Poincare-Hopf theorem uses 
supersymmetric quantum mechanics, i.e., the (0 + 1) dimensional sigma 
model [27], [28], [20], but with essentially the same arguments. 

For a non-generic vector field Vi the vanishing locus can be a positive 
dimensional submanifold. One may try to perturb the vector field V*, 
thus W(XZ), to a generic one or just evaluate the path integral. We 
will give a detailed analysis for this case in the next section in a more 
general context. 

2.3    Generalization to Nc = (2,0) Model 

The model in the previous section enjoys a perfect symmetry between 
things with + and — indices. Now we want to relax such a symmetry. 
We shall see that such symmetry is due to the restriction of consid- 
ering a very special Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle, namely the 
tangent bundle TX, over X. By maintaining only the Nc — (2,0) 
supersymmetry generated by s+ and 5+ we arrive at a more general 
model, which is related with a Hermitian holomorphic bundle E over 
X. 
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2.3.1    The Basic Structures 

First we write our action functional S'(A) (2.64) in form such that only 
the s+ and s+ are manifest, 

S(X) = -8+8+(g(3(X
i,X*)1tli) +i\8+(iltVi(Xi)) 

+ i\8+(fJttX?)y (2.69) 

Similarly we disconnect the diagram (2.28) by removing the link s_ 

^ • (2.70) 
H* 

Now we can regard the above as two independent sets of multiplets. 
Then we rename various fields as follows 

V-^X-,    ir^H*,    Vj^&^X^ (2.71) 

where the new indices run as a,/? = l,...,r and we maintain the 
Hermiticity of ha-Q. The s+ and s+ transformation laws are 

and 

5Xl = ie_t/>;, W+ = o, 

8X* = ie-il)\, Sipl = o, 

5x1 = -e-H", 5Ha = 0, 

5x1 = -e-H^ 6H* = 0. 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

Now we have following new action functional 

S = -S+s+ (h^x^x^xlxl) +is+ (x^ett(x*)) 

+ zs+ (x1&a(XJ)) , (2-74) 

which is the general form of A^ = (2,0) supersymmetric action func- 
tional. 
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Note that the above action functional may or may not have A^ = 
(2,2) symmetry. Generically the model does not have A^c = (2,2) su- 
persymmetry. Note also that the model has the same supersymmetry 
as our toy model in Sect. 2.1.1. Thus the new model shares the same 
observables with the toy models, which are ap>q obtained by an ele- 
ment ap>q = H^q{X) of the cohomology group Hp>q(X) after the parity 
change TX -> TX. The differences with the toy model are that we 
have additional Fermi multiplets (x", Ha) with a different action func- 
tional. We call the multiplets (x-^Ha) Fermi multiplets. We call X- 
anti-ghosts. We remark that the action functional of the toy model may 
be regarded as zero by treating the Kahler form w as an observables. 
Now we turn to examine the action functional. 

Expanding S we have 

S = hC0ir*H? + i (diK-^txl - %) H* + iH« (djha-^lxl - ©a) 

- f|fe- - f|fe- + mKM^lx-xl- (2.75) 

After integrating out the auxiliary fields Ha and H^ by their algebraic 
equations of motion 

H" = -ih^dkhir/ixl + in*®?, 

H" = +ihaPd]:ha^lxl - ih^&p, (2.76) 

we are left with 

S' = tf#6ae?- ^J
+X

a- - f|f ^X? - ^J^^X-X?> (2-77) 

where 
F*Wi = -d&ihtf + hFidM (djhtf) (2.78) 

-^ = djea + h^idjh^ep. (2.79) 

and 

2.3.2    Relations with Hermitian Holomorphic Vector Bundle 

It turns out that we are describing a rank r Hermitian holomorphic vec- 
tor bundle E —» X over a Kahler manifold X with Hermitian structure 
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/iag. Here we briefly summarize some properties of Hermitian holomor- 
phic bundles [29]. Consider a rank r complex vector bundle E over X. 
Let £F'9(X, E) denote the space of (p, g)-forms over X with values in 
E. A connection (the covariant derivative) c^ can be decomposed as 

dA = dA + dA: QM(X, E) -+ Qp+1>q(X: E) 0 Sl™+l(X, E).       (2.80) 

A connection (IA endows E with a structure of a holomorphic vector 
bundle if the (0, 2)-component F0'2 G Q2(X, End{E)) of its curvature 

 2 
F vanishes, i.e., dA = 0. A complex vector bundle E is Hermitian if 
it has a fixed Hermitian structure h which is a (7°° field of positive 
definite Hermitian inner products in the fibers of E. Given a local 
frame field SJJ = (si,..., sr) of E over an open subset U C X we set 
hap = h{sais[3) where a,/? = l,...,r. Gluing them along different 
coordinate patches as usual we obtain h^z^z1). A connection D in 
(E, h) is called an h-connection if d(h(€,r])) = h^D^rj) + h(^Dr]) for 
£,77 G Q0(E). The theorem is that given a Hermitian structure h in a 
holomorphic vector bundle E, there is a unique ^-connection dA called 
Hermitian connection such that dA = d. Finally the curvature two-form 
of a Hermitian connection is of type (1,1), thus F2,0 also vanishes. The 
curvature two-form is given by the formula 

^ := Fc&sdz1 A dz>, (2.81) 

where F^-j is defined as (2.78). We note that the Kahler metric g^ on 
X is a Hermitian structure of TX. 

We saw that our model describes a rank r Hermitian holomorphic 
vector bundle E with Hermitian structure hap(z%,z%). Now &a can be 
identified with a holomorphic section of E. In summary a 7VC = (2,0) 
model is associated with a Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle (E, h) 
over a Kahler manifold X with holomorphic section. Associated with 
the base manifold X we have holomorphic multiplets (2.72), as in the 
toy model. Associated with the fiber space we have Fermi multiplets 
(2.73). 

2.3.3    The Path Integrals 

Now we examine the path integral of our model in the various situations. 
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Turning OS the Holomorphic Section 

To begin with we consider the case that &a = 0.   The partition 
function Z is defined by 

/n r 

• exp (F^Vife-X?) •   (2-82) 

The bosonic integral is an integral over X. As before the bosonic in- 
tegral and integration over ^ and I/J^ combine into the integration 

of differential forms on X by replacing F^-J^IJJ^ with the curvature 
two-form Fa0 defined in (2.81). Thus we have 

Z = f   fl (dxldxl) exp (F^x-X?) • (2-83) 
X 7,7=1 

The fermionic integral of xa and X^ leads to the Paffian of the cur- 
vature two-form Fa£ € fi1,1^, End(E). We immediately see that the 
integrand is not a top form on X unless n = r. For n = r the partition 
function is the Euler character x(E), 

Z= /e(E)=x(E), (2.84) 

otherwise, for n ^ r, the path integral vanishes. In the case r < n 
we can insert a set of observables fj Q?^'^ with the total ghost number 
(n — r,n — r) and evaluate the correlation function 

I m \ p 
-Q fiPtm \ =   / e(E) A api^i A ... A ap-,^ (2.85) 

The path integral always vanishes for r > n. We see that the vector 
bundle E after the parity change can be viewed as a bundle spanned 
by anti-ghosts x" over X. 

Turning On the Holomorphic Section 

Now we turn on the holomorphic section 6a of E —> X. Applying 
the fixed point theorem of Witten we see that the path integral is 
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localized to an s+ and 5+ invariant neighborhood of the vanishing locus 
TV of (3a(X2) in X, where a = 1,..., r and i = 1,..., n. The condition 
&a(Xl) = 0 implies s+(S)a = 0 in the s+ invariant neighborhood of 
iV. We have 

dj&^i = 0. (2.86) 

We call a non-trivial solution above a zero-modes of *i/;+, which is a 
degree of freedom tangent to the vanishing locus iV. We call a non- 
trivial solution of the similar equations 

dj&ax! = 0 (2.87) 

a zero-mode of x_. For a generic choice of section &a the equation 
&a = 0 cuts out a (n — r) complex dimensional subspace of X, Then 
the equation (2.86) implies that we have exactly (n — r) zero-modes of 
-0+, while the equation (2.87) implies that we do not have any zero- 
modes of x-i since n > r. Assume that the equations dj&a = 0, only 
for a fixed a have common roots for all j = 1,... ,n. Then (2.86) for 
the fixed a do not impose any condition on the ip+ and we may have 
(n — r + 1) zero-modes of ^+. Similarly the equations (2.87) do not 
impose any condition on the fixed component X- and we may have one 
zero-mode of %_. Thus we may draw two conclusions 

1. For a generic choice of section we do not have any zero-modes of 
anti-ghosts. The vanishing locus 6-1(0) of the section has the 
right complex (n — r) dimensions and the zero-modes of -0+ span 
the tangent space of 6~1(0). 

2. For a non-generic choice of section we may have anti-ghost zero- 
modes. The vanishing locus 6-1(0) of the section have dimension 
higher than the right one. In any cases we have 

n-r = #$+)-#(x-) (2.88) 

where #(fermi) denotes the number of fermionic zero-modes. We 
call the above the formal or virtual complex dimension of 6~1(0). 
The space of anti-ghost zero-modes span a vector bundle V over 
©~1(0) called the anti-ghost bundle. The fiber dimension of V 
may jump when 6~1(0) develops singularities. 

We also see that our action functional 5" (2.77) restricted to the 
s+ and s+ invariant neighborhood C of the fixed point locus is 
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given by 

S'\c = -Fa^iir^iZx-€, (2-89) 
where it is understood all the fermions ('0!h,

/*/;+>X-)X-) are re- 

placed by their zero-modes (i/j+ii/j+iX- iX-) and the curvature 
above is the curvature of the anti-ghost bundle V over 6_1(0). 

Now we examine the path integral. For n = r and with a generic 
section the vanishing locus ©~1(0) is zero-dimensional and the path 
integral counts the number of zeros of the section. For n = r and 
with a non-generic section the zeros of the section can be a positive 
dimensional submanifold 6~1(0) C X of X. The path integral reduces 
to an integral over @~1(0) and over anti-ghost zero-modes. Note that 
the rank of the anti-ghost bundle V over (3~1(0) is the same as the 
complex dimension of 6~1(0). The path integral becomes x(V) 

Z=f        c(V)=x(V)l (2.90) 

which in turn can be identified with x(E). 

Now we consider the case r < n. The partition function still evalu- 
ates the Euler class e(V) of the anti-ghost bundle V over 6~1(0). Since, 
by the formula (2.88), the rank of V is smaller than the complex di- 
mension of 6~1(0). Thus the Euler class e(V) is not a top form and 
the partition function vanishes. To get a non-trivial result we should 
insert a set of observables and evaluate the expectation value 

/      ■/e-1( 

ffiM ) = I e(v) A apim A ... A op™*™, (2.91) 
l(o) 

where 

][> = Z> = n-r' (2.92) 
1=1 £=l 

and otherwise the path integral vanishes. If there are no anti-ghost zero- 
modes we have e(V) = 1 and the above correlation function reduces to 
the intersection number of homology cycles Poincare dual to apeM in 
(3~1(0). The selection rule above can be understood in more physical 
terms. The path integral measure contains a ghost number anomaly 
due to the fermionic zero-modes. The net ghost number violation of the 
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path integral measure is (n — r, n — r), which follows from the formula 
(2.88) and the ghost numbers of the fermions; 

V>V:(1,0),        X«:(-1,0), 

4: (0,1),        X^:(0,-1). (2.93) 

To cancel the ghost number anomaly we have to insert observables 
according to the selection rule (2.92) to soak up the fermion zero-modes 
in the path integral measure. 

Specializing to Nc = (2,2) Model 

Finally we consider a special case of iVc = (2,0) model which actu- 
ally has iVc = (2, 2) supersymmetry. We have the following properties 

1. For a generic choice of holomorphic potential W(X'1) we do not 
have any anti-ghost zero-modes. The critical set Vr

f~
1(0) where 

Vi = diW(X^) consists of a collection of non-degenerate points. 
The partition function is the number of such points. 

2. For a non-generic W(XZ) we may have anti-ghost zero-modes. 
The critical set V^'~1(0) may be a higher dimensional subvariety 
of X. The net ghost number violation in the path integral mea- 
sure is always zero. Thus the rank of the anti-ghost bundle V is 
exactly the same as the complex dimension of ^-1(0). Thus the 
partition function is well-defined and computes the Euler charac- 
teristic x(V) of V. We can identify V with the tangent bundle 
of Vr-~1(0). Thus the partition function is the Euler character- 
istic of 1^~1(0). This, in turn, can be identified with the Euler 
characteristic of X. 

3    Equivariant Cohomological Field The- 
ory 

In the previous chapter we developed standard models of cohomological 
field theories associated with a Kahler manifold X, tangent bundle TX 
and Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle E over X.  In this chapter 
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we generalize those modes to the cases when there is a certain group 
G action. This generalization is relevant since most of field theory has 
a certain gauge symmetry. The models in the previous chapter are 
obviously empty if the target space X is linear. On the other hand 
models in this chapter have rich structures both for linear9 and non- 
linear target spaces. This also allows us to consider more general classes 
of target spaces like the space of a certain set of matrices, the space of 
a certain set of fields on a manifold, etc. 

The central tool will be the notion of equivariant cohomology and 
symplectic quotients. The only practical difference between the models 
in the previous chapter and their equivariant generalizations are that 
the later models further localize the path integrals to the vanishing locus 
of ^-momentum map, modulo the Q symmetry. If the Q acts freely on 
such locus we recover the standard models in the previous chapters 
now associated with the symplectic quotients. The momentum map is 
a generalization of the familiar angular momentum associated with a 
group of rotations in the classical mechanics. 

3.1    Equivariant Toy Model 

We return to our toy model in Sect. 2.1.1, where we considered a n- 
dimensional Kahler manifold (X, w) with Kahler form w as the target 
space. Now we assume that there is a group Q action 

g x x -»x, (3.1) 

preserving the complex and Kahler structures. We consider the toy 
model with the action functional S in (2.4). The action functional is 
invariant under Q thus the path integral is degenerated.  We want to 

9The relation between the previous section and the present section is best com- 
pared with that of non-linear sigma-models and linear gauged sigma models in 
two-dimensions. 
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remove the gauge degree of freedom as follows (compare with (2.8) ) 

Z = -lU / PXVXV^\ e-s 
voi(g) jx 

= M77* [    [VXVXViltVffl e-s 

it{y) Jx/g 

= -J— / [VXVXV^V^V(ghosts)] e-s-sgf-sgh^ Q^) 
ft{y) Jx 

where ifi(G) denotes the number of central elements of Q, Sgf and Sgh 
denote the gauge fixing and ghost terms. The above procedure is the 
well-known Faddeev-Popov-BRST quantization on which I do not want 
to review here.10 

A general problem with the path integral above is that the quotient 
space X/Q rarely has good topology and geometry. This means that 
it is difficult make sense out of our (even for finite dimensional) path 
integral. Furthermore the geometrical meaning of the s and s super- 
charges on the quotient space is not quite obvious. This problem can be 
avoided by considering equivariant cohomology. For general references 
see [24], [30], [31]. 

3.1.1     Extending Our Toy Model 

A nice route to introduce the equivariant cohomology is a simple gen- 
eralization of our toy model in Sect. 2.1.1. Now we assume that there 
is a group Q action Q x X —> X on our target space X preserving the 
complex and Kahler structures. Our goal is to extend our target space 
and supercharges s and s by introducing extra fields such that 

1. If Q acts freely on X the degrees of freedom due to the extra fields 
disappear, 

2. the supercharges become d and d operators, after the parity 
change, on the Q-invariant subspace. 

101 only want to remark that it involves the Lie algebra cohomology with the 
parity change. 
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To implant the above idea we need the notion of Lie derivative. 
Consider a manifold with Q action. Let Lie(Q) be the Lie algebra of Q. 
We will always assume that we have a bi-invariant inner product ( , ) 
on Lie(G) such that we can identify Lie(Q) with its dual Lie(G)*. Let 
X1 be the local coordinate fields on X. The Q action induces a vector 
V*Ta such that an infinitesimal Q action is represent by 

X1 ^X1 + eaVi. (3.3) 

We denote by ja the interior derivative with respect to the vector Va, 
i.e., 

(jaa)i2i3...ir = rVhaIll2...Ir. (3.4) 

Let Ca be the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field Va\ 

Ca = dja + jad (3.5) 

Then the infinitesimal Q action on a G ^(X) is given by a —> a + 
ea(laOi. Thus a differential form a is ^-invariant if Caa = 0. We note 
an obvious relation saCaX

I = eaVj[. 

Now we extend our target space X by introducing a Lze(£/)-valued 
scalar <$> = (t)aTa and modify the commutation relation (2.2) as11 

s2 = 0, {s, -s} = -i(f)aCa,        s
2 = 0. (3.6) 

Thus {5, 5} = 0 on the ^-invariant subspace of X and the supercharges 
are related with the d and d operators on the invariant subspace as in 
the case of our previous toy model. The ghost numbers of 0 should 
be assigned (1,1) to match the ghost numbers in the anti-commutation 
relations above. The above defines ^-equivariant Dolbeault cohomology 
[32], [33]. 

By the new anti-commutation relations (3.6) the supersymmetry 
transformation laws (2.4) should be modified as follows 

sXi = iij}\ s^ = 0, 

sX* - 0, s^ = -<f>aCaX\       8(f) = 0, 

sXJ = 0, s/ = -<t>a£aX\        S(t> = 0, 

sXJ = iV?, s^T = 0. (3.7) 

11where </>0 is ea in (3.3) incarnated as a field. 
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where we obtained the conditions scj) = scj) = 0 by demanding the 
algebra to be closed. Assume that we have a model with an action 
functional which is invariant under the supersymmetries generated by 
the above new supercharges. Then we can apply the fixed point theorem 
of Witten and we have the following fixed point equation, deduced from 
the above 

rCaX1 = 0. (3.8) 

This equation tells us that </>a = 0 if Q act freely on X while (j)a can be 
non-zero on a fixed point of the Q action. Thus we achieved our initial 
two goals. 

Now we consider a supersymmetric action functional S. Compare 
with the non-equivariant case in Sect. 2.1.1, an action functional should 
be invariant under Q in addition to sS = "sS = 0. These conditions 
imply that one can also apply the Poincare lemma since the new super- 
charges are also nilpotent if they are acting on G invariant quantities. 
Thus S can be written by the same form as the previous toy model 

S = i88K{X\X% (3.9) 

where /C should be Q invariant. ^ Applying the transformation laws 
(3.7) we have 

S = -i(<l>,iJL)-igirl>iil?} (3.10) 

where 

Ma = i^j (^ . (3.11) 

Later we shall see that fi = tiaT
a is the equivariant Q momentum map 

on X. Maintaining all the supersymmetry we consider the following 
more general action functional 5(C) 

5(C) - issK + i0oCa 

= -i(<l>,H-0-i9i?l>iV, (3.12) 

where C belongs to the center of Q. We call the additional term a FI 
coupling. 

12 Actually /C only needs to satisfy a weaker condition that it should invariant 
under gauge transformations connected to the identity. 
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Now we consider the partition function for the new action. We have 

= —777^ f S(u -OlT dXKdX^d^kd^ ■ e-W*1 

voi(g) jx ±± 

= ^gv°lW, (3.13) 

where 
*r< = n-\QIG. (3.14) 

In the above we assumed that Q acts freely on the locus //~1(C) C X. 
Thus we could simply integrate (j) out, which gives rise to the delta 
function supported on /i~1(^). Then the quotient space A/^ is smooth. 
Our action functional S^ reduces to the Kahler form on the subspace 
/i~1(C). Since it is Q invariant it becomes, after the parity change, 
the Kahler from w on the quotient space A/^. What we showed is the 
symplectic reduction theorem of Marsden and Weinstein [34]. 

We call our extended toy model the equivariant toy model. We 
note that the equivariant toy model makes perfect sense even if we 
start from a flat Kahler manifold X as our initial target space. We call 
the space A/^ the effective target space, which can be a very complicated 
non-linear space even if our initial target space X is flat. 

Before examining further properties of our model, we turn to a 
review of the equivariant cohomology and momentum map. We refer 
for details on the equivariant cohomology and relation with momentum 
maps to a beautiful exposition of Atiyah and Bott [30]. The idea is to 
replace X by a bigger space X x EQ such that the extended space has 
a nice quotient 

Xg - (X Xg EG) 

which is equivalent to the original quotient M/Q when it has a nice 
quotient.13 The ^/-equivariant cohomology Hg(X) of X is defined as 
the ordinary cohomology H*(Xg) of Xg. For instance the ^-equivariant 

13The additional space EQ is a fixed universal G-bundle over the classifying space 
BQ. The homotopy quotient Xg forms a fiber bundle TT : Xg -» BQ with fiber X. 
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cohomology of M is the ordinary cohomology of X/Q if Q acts freely 
on X.14 

We will briefly review a convenient model of equivariant cohomology 
due to Cartan, of which variants will be used in this thesis. A crucial 
reference on the Cartan model for us is Witten's paper [35]. The path 
integral of the equivariant toy model reproduces a Kahler version of 
Witten's non-Abelian equivariant integration formula. 

3.1.2    Equivariant Cohomology and Momentum Map 

Consider a manifold X with Q action. Let Lie(Q) be the Lie algebra 
of Q. We will always assume that we have a bi-invariant inner product 
( ,   ) on Lie(G) such that we can identify Lie(Q) with its dual Lie(Qy. 

Let Fun*(Lie(Q)) denote the algebra of polynomial functions on 
Lie(G) so that an mth order homogeneous polynomial is considered to 
be of degree 2m. The equivariant differential forms Qg^X) on X are 
represented by 

n*g(X) := (n*(X) ® Fun*(Lie{g)))G , (3.16) 

where & denote the (/-invariant part. The degree of such a form is the 
sum of degrees of Q*(X) and Fun*(Lie(G)). One endows Clg(X) with 
the equivariant differential operator dg 

dg=d- i(t)a3a, 4 = -^a, (3.17) 

where ft = 0 and (j) = (j)aTa e Lie(G). That is, d2g = 0 modulo an 
infinitesimal gauge transformation generated by (j)a. Thus on the space 
n*g(X) we have15 

4-0. 
Then we have the following diagram 

EG    <-     EQxX       -±X 
I 11 (3.15) 

BG  <-  EgxgX  -*x/g. 

14Note, however, 5-equivariant cohomology of a point is H*(Bg) which is highly 
non-trivial. 

15An element in Vtg{X) is annihilated by La = £a + fab0^-^, where fabc = 
—fbac are the structure constants of g. Then, it is also annihilated by </>a£a since 
0aLa = (t)aCa. 
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The £/-equivariant de Rham cohomology on X is the cohomology of the 
complex {ytg{X))dg). The equivariant cohomology of X is the ordinary 
cohomology of the quotient space if the group acts freely, otherwise it 
is something else. For example Hg{pt) is Fun*(Lie(G)). 

Tie Symplectic Case 

Now we consider a symplectic manifold X with symplectic form w. 
Assume that we have a Q action on X. Under an infinitesimal Q action 
X1 -» X1 + eaVl the symplectic form transforms as w -> w + saCazu. 
Thus we have a vector field V* which is an infinitesimal symplectic 
transformation whenever Caw — 0. Since dm = 0 we have d(jazu) = 0, 
thus at least locally we can write 

jazu = d/jba. (3.18) 

The fi = /iaT
a : X -> Lie(G)* is called the ^-momentum map.16 The 

obstruction for global existence of fia is Hl{X). The momentum map 
is a generalization of the familiar classical mechanical notion that X 
is a classical phase space and Q is a group of rotation and /i is the 
angular momentum. The momentum map is equivariant if fx(g(x)) = 
(ad g)*(fjL(x)). Then Q preserve the subspace /i_1(C) when £ is a centeral 
element. Then the reduced phase space or the symplectic quotient is 
defined by 

AT^ixntr^oyg (3.19) 
The quotient space is a smooth symplectic manifold if ( is a regular 
value. The symplectic form w on iVf is obtained from vo by restriction 
and reduction [34]. 

The equivariant cohomology and the momentum map are closely re- 
lated [30]. Note that the symplectic form w is not equivariantly closed, 
dgw 7^ 0. We have a unique form, due to the degree, of equivariant 
extension wg of zu 

zug = zu + i((j), y) (3.20) 

The condition dgwg — 0 reduces to using dg(j) — 0 

(<i>,dlJL-jm)=Q. (3.21) 

16Note that we identified Lie{Q) with its dual Lie{QY. 
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Thus zug is equivariantly closed iff fi is the momentum map (3.18). 
Note that wg is Q invariant, Lazug = 0, iff the momentum map /i is 
equivariant. 

The Kahler Case 

Now we specialize to the case that X is a Kahler manifold with 
Kahler form w and with Q action, which preserve the complex structure 
and the Kahler form. The vector field V1 induced by the Q action 
is decomposed into V1 = V1 + V1. Thus one can introduce interior 
derivatives La and la by contracting with V* and V*, respectively, such 
that ja = La + la] 

La'.Q?>q(X) -^fF-^pO, 

la : fF'^X) -► £l™-\X). (3.22) 

From the relation j* = 0 we have 

*a = 0,        K,U = 0,        l2
a = 0. (3.23) 

It follows that 
£a = dLa + Lad + "dla + Zj). (3.24) 

We also decompose Furf{Lie{Q)) such that an mth order homogeneous 
polynomial in Fun(Lie(Q)) is considered to be of degree (m, m). Then 
equivariant differential forms Qg*(X) on X are represented by 

Q*'*(X) := (n*>*(X) (8) Fun*{Lie(G)))g (3.25) 

Similarly we decompose do into 

dg = dG + dG: n
0g{M) = fi£0(M) 0 fiJ^M). (3.26) 

where 

^ = d-i(t)aZa, 

dg = d-i(f)aLa. (3.27) 

Remark that 0 is assigned to degree (1,1). The anti-commutation 
relations between dg and dg are 

d2g = 0, {dg,dg} = -i(j)aCa, ^ = 0. (3.28) 
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This defines equivariant Dolbeault cohomology on a Kahler manifold. 
Comparing with the anti-commutation relations (3.6) we can identify 
our supercharges s and s with dg and dg after the parity change (2.16). 
Thus 

? = ill? = - (j)^—. (3.29) 
^ dXi a dip* v      ; 

Now we examine the relation between the momentum map and 
equivariant Dolbeault cohomology. For the Kahler case the relation 
(3.18) becomes, by matching form degrees 

LaW = dfjba. (3.30) 

Since the Kahler form w can be written locally in terms of a Kahler 
potential /, 

w = iddf, (3.31) 

we have 
ua(ddf) = diMa. (3.32) 

Using the relations {j,0, d} = {d, d} = 0 we deduce that 

Ma = ii>a(df) (3.33) 

up to a constant. Combining all together we find an important identity 

idgdgf = w + Ufa //), (3.34) 

which we obtained earlier in (3.9) and (3.10). Thus minus the action 
functional, — 5, is a ^-equivariant Kahler form after the parity change. 
Note that the momentum map derived above is equivariant if the Kahler 
potential is Q invariant. Thus we showed all the assertions made in Sect. 
3.1.1. 

3.1.3    The Path Integrals and Non-Abelian Localization The- 
orem 

We now return to the equivariant toy model. We return to the partition 
function Z (3.13) and ask what will happen as we vary the FI term £. 
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We have a classical theorem; the image of a proper momentum map 
of a compact group is a convex polytope divided by walls [36], [37], 
[38]. As we vary £ the symplectic quotient fif^ may undergo birational 
transformations if the path of £ crosses a wall, otherwise diffeomorphic. 
For the non-proper case the symplectic quotient does not exist. This 
does not imply that the partition function is empty. Recall that space 
of all bosonic fields is a copy of X and the space of all </>. The correct 
picture is that the path integral is localized to A/^ C X/Q for regular 
values of £. The full equation for the localization is 

fCaiX*) = 0. (3.35) 

We call the non-trivial solutions (J)Q of above equations the zero-modes 
of (j). It is clear that we have zero-modes of (f> whenever the Q action 
has fixed points in /i~1(C), thus when ( lies on a non-regular value Co- 
Clearly the path integral degenerates at such a value since the path 
integral measure contains zero-modes of (j). Let £+ < (Q < £_ we have 

Z(C+) ^ Z(C-) (3-36) 

due to topology change. At (Q the partition function should be singular. 

It is clear how to resolve the singularity of the path integral. We 
have to regularize. We consider a more general action functional £(£, e), 

5(C,£) = 5(C) + |(0,0> 

= -i(0, fi - C) + |(0,0) - ig^¥- (3-37) 

Note that the additional term is invariant under Q as well as all the 
supersymmetry. The additional e dependent term changes the fixed 
point equations of the supersymmetry since the (j) equation of motion 
is now 

i(fi-C) =e(l). (3.38) 

Consequently, for e ^ 0, the path integral is localized to the locus of 
the following equations 

|£) (/*- - C) = 0. (3.39) 
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Now we also have contributions from higher critical points. Thus, we 
have two branches; (i) fia — (a = 0, (ii) -^fi = 0. Clearly the quotient 
.A/f space develops singularities when branches (i) and (ii) intersect. 
In such a case the integrand of path integral contains the Gaussian 
measure 

e-eZtM2 (3.40) 

for the space of zero-modes ^o,^ of 0- Thus the path integral is non- 
singular. Consequently the politically correct version of the model is 
defined by the action functional S(£,e). 

Now we consider the correlation functions. A supersymmetric ob- 
servable should be ^-invariant as well as invariant under s and 5. Such 
an observable should be constructed from an equivariantly closed differ- 
ential form. An equivariant differential form Op,q of total degree (p, q) 
can be expanded as 

O™ = a™ + tffoZ-1*-1 + Ftfcfe2"-2 + • • • , (3.41) 

where o%q G QP>q{X). Let O™ be the parity change of O™, thus 
carrying ghost number (p, q). We have 

-sO™ = lyD™. (3.42) 

Thus Op>q is an s-invariant observable if Op,q is an <9g-closed equivariant 
differential form. 

The correlation function of observables or the expectation value is 
defined by 

fl dPm>q™ \ =  [[D^VXVXVI/JV^] JJ dPm>qm - e-s.       (3.43) 
m=l I J m=l 

For the present model one can show that 

TT  nPrn^rrX   = 
1 f  <tyl#2 ■ ■ ■ #« 

11 U        /      vomJg        (27r)- 

/ Opl>q2 A ... A 0Pr>qr - exp (w + 2(0, fi - C) - |(0, 0)) ,    (3.44) X 

where s = dim{Q).   Applying the fixed point theorem for the global 
supersymmetry we see that the above integral can be written as a sum 
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of contribution of the critical points (3.39) of / =< /x, fi >. This is the 
non-Abelian localization theorem of Witten [35], generalizing the more 
familiar abelian Duistermaat-Heckman (DH) integration formula [36]. 
In the end our equivariant toy model turns out to be very non-trivial. 

3.2    The Equivariant Nc = (2,2) Model 

In this section we develop the equivariant generalization of the A^c = 
(2,2) model in Sect. 2.2. We assume the same group Q acting on X as 
in the previous section. This naturally extend to the tangent space TX. 
Recall that the partition function of our toy model is the symplectic 
volume of the target space, while the partition function of the equiv- 
ariant toy model is the symplectic volume of the symplectic quotient 
A/^, for generic values of £, of X by Q. Similarly, the partition func- 
tion the equivariant version of A^c = (2, 2) model, without holomorphic 
potential W, will be the Euler characteristic x(TA^) of the symplectic 
quotient A/^, for generic value of £, of X by Q. After turning on W, 
the path integral reduces to the symplectic quotient M.^ of the critical 
subset Xcrit C X of the potential W by Q. 

We consider the same "type" of supercharges carrying the same 
ghost numbers (p, g); 

s+:(+l,0),        s+:(0,+l), 

S-:(-l,0),        «-: (0,-1). (3.45) 

Now we postulate the supercharges to satisfy the following anti-com- 
mutation relations 

K,S_} = 0,    \^-{Z_%ara,      (*+,*-} = 0, ,(3.46) 

which are equivariant generalizations of the commutation relations 
(2.26) and (2.27) for the JVC = (2,2) model. For the ^-invariant sub- 
space the equivariant supercharges are the same as the non-equivariant 
ones.  Here, in total, we introduced four bosonic fields (f)±±) a and a 
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taking values in Lie(Q). They carry the following ghost numbers 

</»++: (+1,+1),        a: (+1,-1), 

0__:(-l,-l),        <f:(-l,+l). (3.47) 

The anti-commutation relations above define balanced £/-equivariant 
Dolbeault cohomology [39]. This is the Kahler version of the balanced 
equivariant cohomology [23].17 

We should remark that the above algebra can be obtained by di- 
mensional reduction of the N — 1 supersymmetry algebra of four- 
dimensional super-Yang-Mill theory and, equivalently, the algebra of 
NW8 = (2,2) super-Yang-Mills theory in two-dimensions. Thus we may 
introduce other quantum numbers, as in two-dimensions, the left and 
right U(l) 7^-charges ( JL, JR) as follows 

8+: (+1,0), 5+: (-1,0), 

5_:(0,+l),        5_ :(0,-l). (3.48) 

The analogy with the two-dimensional JV^ = (2,2) space-time super- 
symmetric gauge theory, equivalently the linear gauged sigma-model 
[18], [19] will be very useful. Indeed it is a trivial step to obtain a 
Nwa = (2,2) model, and vice versa, just by replacing (j)±±Ca by the 
left and right moving covariant derivatives D±± everywhere. Then 
the indices ± are identified with the left and right spinor indices in 
two-dimensions. For example requiring the ghost number symmetry is 
equivalent to requiring the two-dimensional Lorentz symmetry. 

3.2.1     The Basic Structure 

Now we examine the basic structure of the model. 

The Nc = (2,2) Multiplets 

• Chiral multiplets 
17In our approach a balanced cohomological field theory [40], [7], [23] is a Nc = 

(1,1) supersymmetric sigma-model in (0 + 0) dimensions, whose target space can 
be a general Riemannian space. 
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We have the same chiral multiplets introduced in the non-equi- 
variant Nc = (2,2) model, 

We have 
t/>L 

SiJT = 0. 

A- x* A v: 
s+Nf /«- 

ii'i 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

We denote their anti-chiral partners (X1,1^, Hl), which are their 
Hermitian conjugates. 

Gauge multiplet 

The internal consistency of the anti-commutation relations (3.46) 
determines uniquely the following multiplet 

_        S+ S- 
v    —->•  V+   <— 

n- «+. D 

s+ 

t- 
s+ 

n- 

*}+ 

a 

(3.51) 

where D is real auxiliary field. All the fields above take values in 
Lie(G). We call the above multiplet a Nc = (2,2) gauge multiplet 
since it originated from the Q action on X. Remark that a is 
twisted-chiral; i.e., 

s+a = 5_(j = 0. (3.52) 

• The ghost numbers 

The ghost numbers (p, q) of the fields in the gauge multiplet are 
determined from the assignments (3.45) and the commutation 
relations (3.46). We set the ghost number of X1 to (0,0). For the 
bosonic fields we have 

(/>      (j)      a      a     D   Xi   Ei 

p   +1   -1   +1   -1    0     0      0 
q   +1   -1   -1   +1    0     0      0 

(3.53) 

• The 7^-charges 
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The TtL-charges (JL, JR) of the fields in the gauge multiplet are also 
determined from the assignments (3.48) and the commutation 
relations (3.46). We set the ^-charges of Xi to (0,0). For the 
bosonic fields we have 

0++   0__    a     a    D   Xi   H1 

JL     0        0+1-1001 (3.54) 
JR     0        0-1+1001 

The Supersymmetry Transformation Laws 

The explicit transformation laws for the fields in the Nc = (2,2) 
gauge multiplet are uniquely determined by the internal consistency 

6(f> = i€+rj++ ie+fj+, 

5(f) = ze_?7_ + i€-rj_, 

Scr = —ie+ri_ — ieJq+, 

5a = —ie_r/+ — ie+?7_0 

Srl+ = +iz+D - ^e+[a,a] - -e+ [0++,0__] - e_[0++)a], 

5r)+ = -ie+D + -e+[<7,a] - -e+[0++,0__] - e.^+.a], (3.55) 

«J77_ = +ie_L> + -e-[<T,a] + -e_[0++)^__] - e+[0__,(7], 

8r}_ = -ie-D - -e-foa) + -e_[0++,0__] - e+[0__,a], 

1_ 1_ 1_ 1 
M? = +-e_[0++,r7_] + -e_[cT,77+] + -e+[0__,77+] + -e+[a,r;_] 

1 _        1         i _i 

where D is an auxiliary field and the commutators are for Lie{Q). 

The transformation laws for chiral multiplets are also uniquely de- 
termined from the conditions ~s±X% = 0. 

SX* =ie+ipi_ + ie-^, 

Sifc = + e+W - e-ift+CaiX*) - e+tfCaiX*), 

SipL = - e-W - e+fc.CaiX') - e„aaC^), (3.56) 

SIP = + ie-ft+Catyl) + ie-ftCaiX*) - ieJd*Ca{il>\) 

- ie+r-CaW - ie+rilCaiX*) + ie+aa£a&i), 
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where Hl are auxiliary fields as in the non-equivariant A^ = (2,2) 
model. The details of the transformation laws above depend on the 
ways the group Q acts on X\ One may have several different chiral mul- 
tiplets. Their transformation laws are also determined as above once 
the complex structure and the group action are given for the bosonic 
fields. 

Tie Fixed Point Equations 

One can never over emphasize the importance of the fixed point 
theorem of Witten. We have seen many times that the existence of 
global supersymmetry determine the theories almost uniquely. Such 
uniqueness becomes stronger as many global supercharges we have. 

From the above supersymmetry transformation laws we see that the 
simultaneous fixed point equations for all the A^. = (2,2) are given by 

ir = o, 
0 = 0, 

[<Pm,<Pn] = 0, (3.57) 

where y>m, m = 1,..., 4 denote the four independent real Lze(C/)-valued 
scalar components of (j)±±, cr and its Hermitian conjugate cf. The action 
functional, in many respects, just gives the detailed form of the values 
of the auxiliary fields D and H\ The path integral is localized to the 
solution space of the above set of equations modulo the (/-action. The 
third equation implies that (pm are identically zero if Q act freely on the 
subset i?~1(0) fl Z)~1(0) C X. In such a case the path integral reduces 
to an integral over the quotient space 

(H-^nD-^Ofi/g. (3.58) 

We call this the effective target space. The A^c = (2,2) supersymmetry 
further implies, as we shall see shortly, that the above space is a Kahler 
manifold. 

If one is interested in evaluating correlation functions of observables 
invariant only under the supersymmetry generated by s+ and s+, the 
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path integral is localized to the locus of the following equations 

ir = o, 

(TjCaiX*) = 0, (3.59) 

and 

[0++,5:] = O. (3.60) 

3.3    Action Functional and Partition Function 

We define the general action functional S by demanding iVc = (2,2) 
supersymmetry, the ^-symmetry and the ghost number symmetry. We 
may, however, not require the U(l)n symmetry in general. Then S 
should have the following form18 

S = s+s_s+s_/C(X\X*) + s+s.W(Xi) + 8+8JW(X') 

— s+S-~s+~S-(cr,cf) +~s+S-(t^a) + s+ 5_ Tr (a, t), (3.61) 

where_ all potentials /C(XZ,XZ), W(X7') and its Hermitian conjugate 
VV(XZ) are ^-invariant and19 

* = ^ - iC (3.62) 

belongs to the center of Lie(Q). The first line of the action functional 
(3.61) has the same form as the non-equivariant Nc = (2,2) action 
functional. We remark that the above action functional can be a quite 
strange object if /C(XZ,XZ) is non-linear as well as if X1 are certain 
matrices. 

18The total "Kahler" potential K(Xl^Xl) — (o;cr) can be generalized to an ar- 

bitrary ^-invariant real functional ]C(Xl,Xl\ a, a). Then we may obtain a model 
whose effective target space is non-Kahler but has torsion and generally a dilaton. 

19The theta term plays no roles in the (0 4- 0)-dimension we are considering here. 
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Expanding the action functional above we have the following terms 
depending on the auxiliary fields 

S = {D, D) - i(D, fi - C) + (gglT, IP) 

- {(ITAW) - KHJ
> $W) + .. •,   (3.63) 

where fj, is the ^-momentum map on the target space20 X as defined 
earlier in (3.11), gg := djtjlC and diW = dW/dX1. We integrate out 
the auxiliary fields D, H% and Hx by imposing the following algebraic 
equations of motion 

0 = ^-0, 

Ht = igt3—=. (3.64) y  dXi V      ; 

From our general discussion earlier, we see that the path integral is 
localized to the space of solutions of the following equations 

H - ( = 0, 

dXi = 0, (3.65) 

modulo the ^-symmetry. In other words the effective target space (3.58) 
is the symplectic quotient at" level ( of the critical set -^^(O) C X of 
the holomorphic potential 

Mc:= (11^(0) niTHCfi/g. (3.66) 

Equivalently Ai^ is the restriction of A/^, the symplectic quotient of 
X by Q, to the critical subset. Those are compatible since Hl is Q- 
equivariant as W and S are ^-invariant. Thus M^ is a Kahler manifold, 
provided that ( is generic. Note that the space of all bosonic fields is 
much bigger than X due to the additional affine space of four real 
scalars cp171, m= 1,..., 4. The path integral is localized, in addition to 
(3.65), to the space of solutions of 

[<^,^] = 0,        <finCa{Xi)=01 (3.67) 

modulo the gauge symmetry. As the basic principle of the equivariant 
cohomology (pm — 0 if Q acts freely while, otherwise, there is something 
else. 

20 A better terminology is to regard X as the space of all Xl's. 
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Now we assume that M^ is smooth. Then our model is equivalent 
to the non-equivariant A^ = (2,2) model with target space M^. Thus 
the partition function is the Euler characteristic of the effective target 
space; 

Z = x(TMc) = x(^c)- (3.68) 

A beautiful fact is that our initial target space X may be infinite di- 
mensional with an infinite dimensional group Q acting on it, while the 
final target space A^ can be finite dimensional. 

3.3.1 The Geometry of Effective Target Space 

It is obvious that the group action preserves the condition H$ = 0 and 
the subvariety H^l{Q) C X inherits the complex and Kahler structures 
by restriction. The quotient space M^ inherits the Kahler structure 
from ^_1(0) by the restrictions and the reduction. 

If £ takes on a generic value, the group Q acts freely and M^ is 
a smooth Kahler manifold. For such a case the model can be iden- 
tified with the non-linear non-equivariant A^ = (2,2) model in Sect. 
2.2.2 with target space .M^. This property is equivalent to the prop- 
erty of equivariant cohomology that the equivariant cohomology is the 
ordinary cohomology of the quotient space if it is smooth. 

For non-generic £ the quotient space develops singularities or even 
may not exist at all. For such cases however one always has some 
extra degrees of freedom not described by the moduli space, due to the 
extension of X/Q to Xg. Those extra degrees of freedom are represented 
by the solutions of (3.67) modulo gauge symmetry. The first equation 
in (3.67) show that no such a solution exists if the Q action act freely, 
without fixed points, on X. If there are solutions they span an affine 
space,21 which looks like a symmetric products of M4. 

The beautiful relation between the symplectic and geometrical in- 
variant theory (GIT) quotients also is an important part of the story 
[41], [42], [38]. The essential point is that the condition Hi = 0 is pre- 
served by the complexified group action Qc

) while the condition .0 = 0 
is only preserved by the real group action.   Thus we may consider 

21 We will relate those degrees of freedom, in certain cases, with the degrees trans- 
verse to the D-brane world volume in the bulk. 
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a complex quotient H^1(0)/Gc and try to compare with the real quo- 
tient (Hrl(0) nZT^O))/*/. In general there can be £c-orbits in Hf1^) 
which contain several Q orbits in i?~1(0) D JD~1(0). Thus we need to 
consider a suitable subset in i?i~

1(0) for which a C/c-orbit contains ex- 
actly one solution of the equation D = 0. Then the real equation Z? = 0 
can be identified with the gauge fixing condition of the complex gauge 
symmetry of the complex equations Hi = 0. 

The complex gauge group in general does not act freely on the 
submanifold iJi"

1(0), so that taking the quotient directly would lead to 
unwanted singularities. One first removes such obvious bad points B. 
However there are subsets in (iJ~1(0) — B) which can be arbitrarly close 
to B by Qc action. One call a point in iJz~

1(0) semi-stable if the closure 
of its Qc orbit does not contain B. Let ii?'i~

1(0)ss be the semi-stable 
subset of iJ~1(0). Now the beautiful fact is that the complex quotient 
H^1(0)ss/Qc contains the symplectic quotient MQ as open subset. A 
stable orbit is a semi-stable orbit if the points of the orbit have at most 
finite stabilizers under the real Q action. Then the various symplectic 
quotients M^ can be identified with the quotient space H~1(0)s/Qc in 
dense open subset. Thus we have 

Hr1(0)ss/g
c DMCD H-l(0)s/g

c. (3.69) 

The first relation implies that we have a natural compactification of M^ 
by taking the closure in H~1{Q)SSIQC. The second relation implies that 
the various symplectic quotients M.^ are birational with each others. 

3.4    Generalization to Equivariant A^c = (250) Model 

Now we consider the equivariant extension of the Nc — (2, 0) model 
introduced in Sect. 2.3 or, equivalently, the generalization of the equiv- 
ariant Nws = (2,2) model in the previous section. We consider the 
same group G acting on X as before but now we allow the Q action to 
extend to a Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle E —> X preserving 
the Hermitian structure. We have two supercharges s+ and s+, iso- 
morphic to the differentials of ^-equivariant Dolbeault cohomology as 
in the equivariant toy model in Sect. 3.1; 

4 = 0,        {s+, s+} = -i^nXa,        Hi = 0. (3.70) 
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Comparing with the non-equivariant counterpart, the equivariant 
Nc = (2,0) model has essentially one addition structure that the path 
integral is further localized to the vanishing locus /i~1(C) of ^-moment 
map. If Q acts freely on /i~1(C) the model reduce to a standard Nc = 
(2,0) model associated with the symplectic quotients. The observables 
of the model are given by ^-equivariant closed differential forms, after 
the parity changes, as our equivariant toy model. If Q acts freely on 
/^~1(C) those observables become ordinary closed differential form on 
the symplectic quotient. Comparing with our equivariant toy model the 
additional structure is that the path integral is further localized to the 
locus of vanishing holomorphic sections on E. We will use such property 
to define a more general hybrid Nc = (2,0) model. Following the 
discussion in Sect. 3.2 the model is related with JV^ = (2,0) world-sheet 
gauged sigma-model in (1+1) dimensions by dimensional reduction [18]. 

3.4.1    Basic Structures 

We may follow exactly the same route as we followed to arrive at the 
non-equivariant Nc = (2,0) model from the non-equivariant Nc = (2,2) 
models. 

First we write the JVc = (2,2) action functional S (3.61) in a form 
such that only the s+ and 5+ are manifest - compare with (2.69) - 

5(C) = -s+a+^-^iX*,}?) - C) - (V-,V-) 

+ z5+(^,^(X0>+2S+(^,^(X0}, (3.71) 

where V* = dW/dX1. Similarly we disconnect the diagram (3.50) by 
removing the link s_, 

^i       xi -% v+ 
^ . (3.72) 

W 

Now we regard the above as two independent sets of multiplets. Then 
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we rename various fields as follows, exactly the same as earlier (2.71) 

ili^X*,    HJ-*H*, y?-4 6«(X?), 

9$^ h
ap(x\xl), (3.73) 

where the new indices run asa!,/3 = l,...,r and we maintain the Her- 
miticity of hap. The Nc = (2,0) multiplets (A-*,^) are holomorphic, 
i.e., s+X^ = 0. We call the multiplets (xt,Ha) Fermi multiplets. We 
also disconnect the diagram (3.51) for the Nc = (2,2) gauge multiplet 
by removing the links s_ and s_, 

a    —y 

*+. 

v+      <t> 

D 

++ 

V+ 

s+ s+ 
J, s+. 

(3.74) 

Note that a is holomorphic, i.e., s+a = 0. Thus the iVc = (2,0) mul- 
tiplet (a, 77+) is another holomorphic multiplet, while their Hermitian 
conjugates (17,77+) form an anti-holomorphic multiplet. We may simply 
remove them, or keep them as they are still valued in Lie(Q), or just 
regard them as another holomorphic multiplet supplementing the mul- 
tiplets (XSV;)-22 We call the multiplet (</>_-, V-,V-,D) Nc = (2,0) 
gauge multiplet taking values in Lie(Q). 

Now we consider the transformation laws for the s+ and s+ super- 
symmetry. For the holomorphic multiplets (X\-ipl

+), i.e., s+Xl = 0, 
and their conjugates we have 

8+X^O, S+ljJi+ = r++CaX\     S+^++ = 0, 

8+X
J = 0, s+^+ = (t>a

++CaX\    5+0++ = 0 

■8+X* = iV¥,   -s+ii = 0, (3.75) 

22It is our convention that all the holomorphic multiplets are collectively denoted 
as (X\ ^4) where each multiplet may transform differently under Q and other global 
symmetries. We also denote X as the space of all Xl's. 
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which are, of course, the same as (3.7). The transformation laws for 
Fermi multiplets (x-jHa) and their conjugates are given by 

s+x1 = -Ha,       s+Ha = 0, 

s+xa_ = nx*), s+Ha = -ir++£ax- + #;^a(^), 

8+)£ = -Hs,       li+H* = 0, (3.76) 

where diT(Xj) = 0. Note that s+xl ^ 0 but rather equals ^(-X"*), 
while the above transformation laws are consistent, since s+x" = 
s+3a(Xl) = 0, with the commutation relations (3.70).   Finally the 
transformation laws for the A^ = (2,0) gauge multiplet (0 ,r)-.,rj_) 
are given by 

s+V- = 0> 

s+0__ = irj-,    5+?7_ = +iD + ^[(f>++, </>—], 

«+0~ = "7-1    s+^- = -iD + 2 [^++» ^—]» 

s+77_ = 0. (3.77) 

The general Nc — (2,0) action functional, with the vanishing ghost 
number, is given by the following form23 

S(0 = -5+s+(V_^ - C> - (f?-,??-) + {hapX-,X^ 

+ iS+(x1,6tt(X*)> + i5+(x*, 6"(X?)} . (3.78) 

Here h(Xp(X\Xl) is a Hermitian structure on a Hermitian vector bun- 

dle E over X, &a(Xl) a holomorphic section and fi(X%Xl) is the Q- 
momentum map on X. Note that Nc = (2,0) symmetry of the above 
action functional is not obvious due to the second line in (3.78). For 
example the 5+ supersymmetry of the term s+ (x-i&a) is not obvi- 
ous if 3(Xl) ^ 0 due to the transformation law 5+x^ = Z(X%). The 
condition that the action functional S{£) has Nc = (2,0) is 

5+ (;£, 6a(X*)> = <r C^), 6a(-Y*)> = 0. (3.79) 
23The repeated indices are summed over unless otherwise stated. 
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Let us summarize the basic structure of an equivariant Nc = (2,0) 
model. 

1. A complex Kahler target space X with a Q symmetry as an isom- 
etry. These data determine holomorphic multiplets and gauge 
multiplets as well as their transformation laws and ^-equivariant 
momentum map fi : X —> Lie(Qy. 

2. A Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle E —>► X over the target 
space X with the Q action preserving the Hermitian structure. 
We may have up to two ^-equivariant holomorphic sections 6 
and $ orthogonal with each others by a natural non-degenerated 
Q invariant parings. Those sections determine Fermi multiplets 
and their transformation laws. 

Given the data above, we have an unique family of equivariant Afc = 
(2,0) models parameterized by the FI term (. 

3.4.2    The Path Integrals 

Expanding the action functional S (3.78) we have the following terms 
depending on the auxiliary fields D, Ha and Ha, 

S = {D, D) -(D,VL-() + (h^H", H?) 

-i(Ha,ea)-i(H",&") + ....   (3.80) 

We integrate the auxiliary fields out by imposing the following algebraic 
equations of motion, 

0 = ^-0, 
Ha = ihap&^. (3.81) 

From our general discussion earlier, we see that the bosonic part of the 
path integral reduces to an integral over the space of solutions of the 
following equations, 

nx') = o, 
©«(*') = o, 

A*-C = 0, (3.82) 
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and 

(FUCaX* = 0, 

[0++,0__]=O, (3.83) 

modulo ^-symmetry. 

Now we examine the properties of the path integral in some detail 
by applying the fixed point theorem of Witten. For simplicity assume 
that the space X and the Hermitian holomorphic bundle E are flat. 
We also turn off the section J01, keeping 6 only. Then the fixed point 
locus of the 5+ and 5+ supersymmetry is the symplectic quotient M^ 
ofS-^CXbyS; 

■Mc = (^"1(C)n6;1(0))/a. (3.84) 

We have the same set of observables as in the equivariant toy model, 
given by s+ and 5+ closed ^-equivariant differential forms (Dr's wite 
ghost numbers (r, s). 

The explicit expression of the action functional is 

- iha^£ax
a_xl + iF- (ft+diPaVS + difya^l) i   (3-85) 

where VJ = jCaX\ In doing the path integral one replaces all fields yb 
their zero-modes. The zero-modes of the fermions are solutions of the 
following equations 

d-fi^l = 0,       77-%^ = 0, 

^6a^; = 0,       x*$<5a = 0. (3.86) 

The above equations implies that the net ghost number violation A in 
the path integral measure due to fermionic zero-modes of (I/J+IX-,

7
!-) 

always equals 
A - n - r - dim g. (3.87) 

We call A the virtual complex dimension of M^. From the equations 
diHai>+ — 0 we have the following integrability condition 

(fc+diUvVl + didj^ii = 0, (3.88) 
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which is also the (j)0i_ equation of motion. This implies that one can 
simply replace $J.+ with the solutions of the above. Such an argument 
can not be justified if there are zero-modes of ^>++, which are given by 

the non-trivial solutions of (3.83), for instance 0++T4* ~ 0- 

Here we specialize to the case that Q acts freely, thus there are no 
zero-modes of 77" and ^>±±. Then the only non-trivial term in teh action 
functional S" in the s+ and 5+ invariant neighborhood C of the fixed 
point locus is 

S'\c = -ih^l+CaXlxllc (3.89) 

Using (3.88) we can solve </>" + in terms of the zero-modes (ul, -0^) XZ) 

of(Xf,VV,X?) 

(^(ti*',^)) = - (dttoViy^df^ifl. (3.90) 

where the primed indices above are understood to label independent 
zero-modes - i = 1,..., n', af = 1,..., r', with the condition 

A = n'-r, = n-r- dimG. (3.91) 

Then we may write 

S'lc = -T{u'\ /)i//Q^^V?x«'x?) (3.92) 

where T^^Y^
3

^ can be interpreted as the curvature two-form of the 
anti-ghost bundle V over M.^. Consequently the path integral reduces 
to 

k \      r    r' n' ~ — 

X 

where O denote the expression of an observable O in terms of zero- 
modes and (0++). The necessary condition for a non-vanishing corre- 
lation function is 

k 

$>m,sm) = (A,A). (3.94) 
771=1 
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Let us first assume that the section is generic and Q acts freely on 
6~1(0) C X. Then M^ is a smooth non-linear Kahler manifold with 
complex dimensions 

dime Ms = A = n - r - dim Q. (3.95) 

The above counting goes as follows. Since @a, a = 1,..., r, are generic 
they are all independent and transverse. Thus the condition @a = 0 
cuts out a complex (n — r) smooth submanifold inside the complex 
n-dimensional ambient space X. On the subspace we further impose 
dimQ real equations fia — ( = 0 and take the quotient by the free G 
action. Now we do not have zero-modes of %_ and the path integral 
becomes 

OruSl A...AOrk>Sk. (3.96) 

A non-generic situation arises when ©a/, af = 1,...,/, are linearly 
dependent to the remaining sections. Then the complex dimension of 
M^ is given by n' = A+r7. The resulting space is smooth if the linearly 
independent components of the section are transverse. We have r' X- 
zero-modes which span the anti-ghost bundle V over M^ The path 
integral becomes 

( TT drm'Srn )= f    e(V) A dri'81 A ... A <5rfc'Sfc. (3.97) 
\m=l /       JM< 

A beautiful fact about this is that (X, E, Q) can be all infinite di- 
mensional while the space M^ can be a finite dimensional space. In 
particular X can be a certain function space defined by the space of 
all fields of a certain gauge field theory on a manifold M. Then the 
integral we are dealing with is a genuine path integral of a non-trivial 
quantum field theory on M, while the path integral eventually reduces 
to an ordinary integral on a smooth finite dimensional space M^. The 
above is a key principle underlying cohomological field theory [1], [13]. 
In principle the above path integral formalism is well-defined regardless 
of the properties the moduli space M^. 
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Finally we remark that a proper mathematical interpretation of our 
formalism may be a certain equivariant version of Fulton and MacPher- 
son's intersection theory [25]. 

4    Generalizations 

In this section we consider three geneneralizations of an equivariant 
Arc = (2, 0) model. 

4.1    Deformation to Holomorphic Afc = (2,0) Model 

In this subsection we introduce hybrid Nc — (2,0) model of the equiv- 
ariant Nc = (2,0) mode and the equivariant toy model in Sect. 2.2. 
The resulting hybrid model will have much better behavior than the 
original model when the effective target space M^ has singularities. To 
motivate such a model we first compare the two models. 

First of all both the models have the same supersymmetry gener- 
ated by s+ and s+, which are the differentials of equivariant Dolbeault 
cohomology after the parity change. Secondly both the models share 
the same holomorphic multiplets (X*,^) and their Hermitian conju- 
gates, which are anti-holomorphic multiplets (Xz, ^)1^). Thus they share 
the same observables, given by equivariantly closed differential forms 
on X, the space of all X1', after the parity change. 

A difference is that the equivariant A^ = (2,0) model has the 
additional Fermi multiplets (x-^Ha) and their Hermitian conjugates 
(X-)Ha). The roles of the Fermi multiplets are to restrict the (path) 
integral over X to the subspace defined by 3a HO) n ©a1(0) C X. For 
convenience we denote this subspace by Xljl C X. We saw that the 
path integral of the Nc = (2,0) model is localized to the symplectic 
quotients M^ = (X1'1 Pi /i~1(C) of -X"1,1 by Q. Now we consider an 
equivariant toy model whose initial target space is X1,1. Then, its 
path integral is also localized to the same space M^ provided that we 
set £ = 0 in the action functional 5(C, s) defined by (3.37). We also 
note that the partition function of the above equivariant toy model is 
the expectation value of exp (mg) evaluated by the Nc = (2, 0) model, 
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where 

wg := S(C, 0) = i (0++,^ - 0 + ig&/>i
+il>i. (4.1) 

The first term above is irrelevant as the path integral of the Nc = (2,0) 
is localized the to the locus /x — ( = 0, while the second term above 
becomes the Kahler from zu on M^.   We note that it is the Nc = 
(2,0) gauge multiplet ((f) ,r)-,r]_,D), which is responsible for such a 
localization. One the other hand, the above is the action functional of 
the equivariant toy model on X1,1 and the integration over 0 localizes 
the path integral by a delta function supported on Ad^ in X1,1. Note 
that .M^ = A/^lx1'1 is the restriction of J\f^ - the symplectic quotient of 
X by g - to X1*1. 

The above discussion motivates us to define a new Nc = (2,0) model 
with the following action functional 5^(^,0), modifying the original 
7VC = (2, 0) action functional S in (3.78) 

S*(C,0) = -«+*+ (ft^x-,*-) +i8+(7£,ea) +«+<X-,<5a> 

- i (0++, (JL-Q- ig^i^ (4.2) 

where we removed the A^c = (2,0) gauge multiplet ((/> ,77_,77_,Z)) 
and added the action functional S((, 0) of the equivariant toy model. 
According to the previous discussion we see that the partition function 
defined by the new action Sh(C> 0) is equivalent to the expectation value 
of exp(^), evaluated by the original Nc = (2,0) action functional S 
(3.78). 

Now we define more general action functional Sh(C>e) by 

Sh{C,e) := - s+^(ha^X^) +is+(x^&a) +iMx^&a) 

- i (0++, fi - C) - iQij^i + | (0++, </>++) • (4.3) 

We call the Nc = (2,0) model with the above action functional Sh(C,£) 
a holomorphic A^ = (2,0) model, see [43] for the first example. Now 
we immediately see that the path integral of the holomorphic JVc = 
(2, 0) model is governed by Witten's non-Abelian localization principle 
[35]. The first line of the above action functional localizes the path 
integral to X1,1. Then, following the discussions in Sect. 2.2.3, the path 
integral can be written as the sum of contributions of the critical points 
/ = (fi — C/x — C) in X1,1. Also from the discussions in Sect. 2.2.3 
the ^-dependent term regularizes the path integral when M^ develops 
singularities. 
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4.1.1    The Mapping Between the Two Models 

Now we will give more wider viewpoints which contain the original and 
holomorphic Nc = (2,0) models as two special limits, following the 
original method of Witten [35]. Witten considered the case without 
the Fermi multiplets but for general manifolds. The Fermi multiplets 
will be purely spectators, and the specialization to a Kahler case will 
simplify the procedure. 

Consider the following one-parameter family of A^c = (2,0) super- 
symmetric action functional S(QA, 

S{0x:=S(C) + ^s+8+{if>..,4>..) 

= - s+s+ (hapx-,7d) + is+(xa-,ea) + is+(xl, &a) 

- S+5+ (<0__, M - C - ^-> - <»?-,!/_)) • (4.4) 

If we set A = 0 we have the original A^c = (2,0) model. For A ^ 0 we 
can integrate out the A^c = (2,0) gauge multiplet, and we are left with 

S'(C)x = -s+-s+(h^xa-,x"-) +is+(xa.,&a) +is+(x^&a) 

+ l-s+-s+{fl-C^-C) + 0(l/X2). (4.5) 

Since the additional A-dependent term is closed by s+ and 5+, the path 
integral does not depend on A as long as A ^ 0. The models with A = 0 
and A ^ 0 can be different since new fixed points can flow from the 
infinity A —> oo in the field space [35]. 

If we take the limit A -» 0, while A j^ 0, we see that the dominant 
contributions to the path integral come from the critical points of / = 
(/i — C,/i — C)- Now we add s+ and "s+-closed observables, — w + 
|(0++,0++), to the above action functional, 

S'(C,e)x = -s+s+ (haeX-,X-)+is+(X-,&a) + iMx^e*) 

- i (<f>++,H -Q-i (&jV+> y+) + | ^++' ^++) 

+ ^S+s+(/,-C^-C) + (?(l/A2). (4.6) 

In the above the path integral should be independent of A / 0. Conse- 
quently we see that the partition function of the above action functional 
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can still be written as a sum of contributions from the critical points of 
/. Finally we may take the limit A —>> oo to remove all the A-dependent 
terms and obtain the action functional Sh((, s) (4.3) of the holomorphic 
A^ = (2,0) model. Thus we showed that the partition function of the 
holomorphic Nc = (2, 0) model can be written as a sum of contributions 
from the critical points of / = (/i — C, /J, — (). 

4.2    Flows from Nc = (2,2) to 7VC - (2,0) Models 

Consider an equivariant A^c = (2,0) model as described in Sect. 2.4. 
with Za = 0. Such a model was classified by a ^-equivariant Hermitian 
holomorphic bundle E -> X with holomorphic section GA- In a generic 
situation the model is equivalent to a non-linear Nc = (2,0) model 
which target space M^ is M^ = (X n e-1^) n /^"HC))/^- In this 
section we define a canonical embedding of such a model to iVc = (2,2) 
model based on the tangent space TE of the total space of bundle 
E —>» X. Then we study the mapping from the Nc = (2, 2) to the 
TVc = (2, 0) model. We will see that the above circle of ideas leads us to 
find a Nc = (2,0) model which is "equivalent" to the original Nc = (2} 0) 
model. From the viewpoint of the original Nc = (2,0) model there is no 
a priori reason of such a "equivalence" to a completely different model. 
For simplicity we restricted to the linear model. 

4.2.1    Embedding of a Nc = (2,0) Model to Nc = (2,2) Model. 

The basic idea behind extension to Afc = (2,2) model is that one can 
regard the total space of holomorphic bundle E -» X as the target space 
of a J\fc = (2,2) model. Then we have to supply local holomorphic 
coordinates fields for fiber space of the bundle E -> X. Thus we 
introduce adjoint-valued bosonic spectral fields Ba and its superpartner 
X+. Now the former equivariant holomorphic section &a(Xl) of bundle 
E —> X corresponds to holomorphic vector on the target space E but 
being supported only on X. Thus the ^-equivariant holomorphic vector 
©"(X*) should be extended over the whole space E. Furthermore ffc = 
(2, 2) supersymmetry requires that such holomorphic vector should be 
gradient vector of a non-degenerated ^-invariant holomorphic function 
W, i.e, s+W = 0, of the target space E. 
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Now demanding Nc = (2,2) supersymmetry will take care of every- 
thing. Recall that the Arc = (2,0) model has a Lie(^)-valued gauge 
multiplet associated with the group action of Q.   We add a Lie(Q)- 
valued holomorphic multiplet a 
multiplet 

- K r)+, to form a Nc = (2,2) gauge 

-    J8^ a     —*- 

s+> 

s+ 

v  
s+, 

V+ 

D 

V- 

V+ (4.7) 

s+ 

a 
s+, We had holomorphic multiplets (X1 —> ip%

+), i = 1,... ,n, associated 
with the base space X of E —> X. By adding new Fermi multiplets 
("0- —^H1), we extend them to iVc = (2,2) chiral multiplets; 

s-     ,„•    s+% 
■0- X1 t 

*f .\ /«- 
+ 

(4.8) 
W 

s+. We also had Fermi multiplets (x- —^ Ha), a — 1,... ,r, associated 
with the fibre of E —> X. By adding new holomorphic multiplets 
(.Ba—^X"), we extend them to Nc = (2,2) chiral multiplets; 

X- Ba    ±>    xa 

Ha 
(4.9) 

Now we consider the following iVc = (2,2) supersymmetric action 
functional 

^t=l a=l ' 

+ s+s_n> {X*, Ba) + s+s_W (X?, B") 

+ s+ s_ (t, a) + s+ s_ (a,t). (4.10) 

To relate the above model with the initial iVc = (2,0) model we assume 
the following conditions 

dW 
dBa = ea(xi), (4.11) 
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where ©a is the holomorphic section of E. This condition implies that 
W(X\ B01) is linear in Ba. We will utilize this property later. It 
is useful to rewrite the action functional S (4.10) such that only the 
Nc = (2,0) symmetry is manifest 

S= -is+s+f^^x + ^-O + XK^-'^-) 

+ E<x->x->-<'M->) 

+ is+ (V, Gt) + (;£, 6a>^ + is+ ({V_, G.) + (xf, <&«)] 

(4.12) 

where [ix and fip are the momentum maps on X and the fibre of E, 
respectively, while 

GiiX'tB*) := JLwiX^B"). (4.13) 

Note that Gi is linear in Ba since W is linear in Ba. 

Applying the fixed point theorem we see that the path integral is 
localized to the solution space of the following equations, modulo the 
group action of Q 

&a(Xi) = 0, 

Gi{X
j,Ba) = 0, 

HxiX1,]?) + MBa, B«) - C = 0, (4.14) 

and 

vCCapr*) = o, 
¥££«(#*) = o, 

[<Pm, Vn] = 0, 

bm,^m] = 0. (4.15) 

This model, for a generic value of ( implying (pm = 0 as usual, reduce 
to the non-linear iVc = (2,2) model whose target space Tl^ is the space 
of all solutions of the equations (4.14) modulo ^-symmetry. 
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4.2.2    Perturbation to a Nc = (2,0) Model 

Now we want to perturb the Nc = (2,2) model above to a iVc = (2,0) 
model by breaking the iVc = (0,2) supersymmetry generated by s_ and 
5_. This can be done by giving bare "mass" to all the newly introduced 
multiplets given by 

(a,V+),        «,#*),        (Ba,Xa
+) (4.16) 

and their conjugates. Then the model flows to the original iVc = (2,0) 
model if we take the bare "mass" to infinity. Such bare mass terms will 
have special geometrical meaning. 

Note that there is a natural U(l) = S1 group acting on 5a, while 
leaving fixed the X\ such that the momentum map fip remains invari- 
ant. This S^-action is given by 

S1 : (X\Ba) -> (X\ZBa), (4.17) 

where ££ = 1. Note that the above S'1-action does not change the first 
and the last equations of (4.14). The LHS of the second equation of 
(4.14) will be multiplied by £, which does not alter the solution space of 
the equation. Thus the 51-action is a symmetry of the effective target 
space Wl^. 

It is important to note that the above U(l) needs not be a symmetry 
of our Nws = (2,2) model. To be such a symmetry, the S'1 action (4.17) 
should be extended to all the superpartners. That is, 7/4 and Hl should 
be invariant under U(l) while x± and Ha should carry the [/(l)-charge 
1. We, however, demand that the above U(l) is compatible with the 
iVc = (2,0) supersymmetry generated by s+ and 5+ supercharges. From 
the expression (4.12) of S with manifest Nc = (2,0) symmetry we see 
that the ipl_ should carry U(l) charge —1, since (^(X7, Ba) is linear in 
Ba. Then, by examining the supersymmetry transformation laws for 
the supercharges s+ and "5+, we see that the S^-symmetry (4.17) should 
be extended to all the Nc = (2,0) multiplets in (4.16) as follows 

S1 

S1 

s1 

(B^xV^^B^xl) 

((7,77+) ^^7,77+). (4.18) 
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That is, we give [/(l)-charges to the fields in (4.16) while all the other 
fields remain neutral. Clearly this can't be done while maintaining the 
full Nc = (2, 2) supersymmetry. 

Recall that the iVc = (2,0) supercharges s+ and 5+ satisfy now 
familiar anti-commutation relations 

4 - 0,        {*+, 5+} = -i^+£fl,        si = 0, (4.19) 

defining the ^-equivariant Dolbeault cohomology. Since we have an 
additional S1 acting on our system it is natural to extend the above to 
Q x 51-equivariant cohomology. Then the new supercharges, still to be 
denoted s+ and 8+, satisfy the following anti-commutation relations 

4 - 0,        {s+, 5+} = -i(f>l+Ca - imCSi,        4 = 0,        (4.20) 

where we introduced a parameter m taking values in Lie{S1). The 
supersymmetry transformation laws should be modified accordingly. 

Finally we define the following Nc = (2,0) supersymmetric action 
functional 

5(m, m) = S' + ms+s+ (j2(Ba, EF) - (a, o) ) , (4.21) 

where S' is defined by the same formula as the action functional in 
(4.12) but with the modified supersymmetry. The new action functional 
5(771, m), compared to the A^c = (2, 2) symmetric action 5, is 

5(m,m) = S + mm^2(Ba,B«) - im^{x+,X%) + mm{a)a) 
a a. 

- im(ri+, 77+) - im{<j>—,iiF - [a, a]) 

+ im((f>++,^F - [a,a))+imY,(i>-,Tp-), (4-22) 
i 

containing the desired mass terms. We note that the mass terms contain 
the Hamiltonian Hs1 of the S1 symmetry on the space of all Ba and cr; 

Hsl=iJ2(Ba,B*)+i{a,a}. (4.23) 
a 

This fact will play a crucial role later. 
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Now we examine the equation for fixed points. Since we only have 
s+ and 5+ supersymmetry the path integral is localized to the fixed 
point locus of those symmetries, modulo the G symmetry. We have 

<7a£apr) - o, 
(jaCa{B«) = 0, 

fixiX^X1) + f,F(B«,B*) - [a,*] - C = 0, (4.24) 

and 

[0,0]=O, 

(/)aCa(B
a)+mBcx = 0, 

[0,5F]-mt7 = O. (4.25) 

The set of equations in (4.24) cut out a subspace of the space of all 
X\ Ba and crjVfter modding out the ^-symmetry we get the effective 
target space QTt^ of our Nc =  (2,0) model.    Following the previous 
general discussions we expect that DJt^ is a Kahler manifold at least for 
the generic case. The set of equations in (4.25) represent gauge degrees 
of freedom. In particular those equations implies the path integral is 
localized to the fixed point of S'1 action on Wl^. 

We always have trivial fixed points, namely Ba = a = 0. We call 
such fixed points branch (i). In branch (i) the path integral is localized 
to the solution space of the following equations, modulo ^-symmetry, 

FCaiX*) = 0, 

HX{Xi,X1)-C = 0. (4.26) 

which are exactly the generic fixed point equations for the original 
Nc = (2,0) model. There are other fixed points with .B^o7 ^ 0 when 
the S^-action can be undone by the Q action. The last two equations in 
(4.25) exactly stand for such property. We call such fixed points branch 
(ii). 

The above localization principle can also be obtained from a dif- 
ferent viewpoint.  We consider a limit \m\ —> oo.  Then the dominant 
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contributions to the path integral come from the set of critical points 
of the Hamiltonian #51 defined by (4.23). It is well-known that the 
critical points of the Hamiltonian of a S1 action are exactly the same 
as the fixed points of the S1 action. One may evaluate the partition 
function in such a limit and set \m\ = 0 afterwards, to get the partition 
function of the A^ = (2,2) model. 

Now we assume that everything is generic, so that we do not have 
any zero-modes of anti-ghosts, X-i ^L ? as weU as any zero-modes of the 
iVc = (2,0) gauge multiplets. Then the partition function of the action 
functional S(m,m) in (4.25) reduces to the following integral 

Z = I   exp (imHsl + i ^(x*, x« > + i(r}+, 77+) j , (4.27) 

where we regard m and m as independent numbers and scaled away 
the overall m. The above resembles the DH integration formula on 
dJl^. We see, however, that there is a missing term since the fermionic 
terms above correspond to the Kahler form only on the subspace of 
VJl^ given by X1 = 0. We can provide the missing term by evaluating 

the correlation function of exp(i(</>++, fix) + i XX^+J '^+))> where the 
exponent is the ^-equivariant Kahler form zug on X. Note that it is an 
observable of the original Nc = (2,0) model we started from. Assuming 
the same generic situation as above, the correlation function reduces to 
the following integral 

(e™e) =  I    exp (imHsi + w), (4.28) 

where w denote the Kahler form on 9Jt^. Now we have exactly the DH 
integration formula [36]. The integral can be written as the sum of 
contributions from the fixed points of the ^-action. 

We saw that we have two branches. In branch (i) the fixed point 
locus is the effective target space M^ of the original Nc = (2,0) model. 
The Hamiltonian Hs1 in this branch is simply zero. Thus we are eval- 
uating the symplectic volume of M^. This is a correlation function of 
the original Nc = (2,0) model. In branch (ii) the value H^ of #51 
at a fixed point is non-zero. So the integral for each fixed point is 
weighted by a phase factor exp^mH^). For both branches the inte- 
gral is weighted by a one loop determinant coming from the transverse 
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degrees of freedom. We note that such a determinant contains factors 
of m with certain weights depending on the particular fixed points. Af- 
ter evaluating the DH integral we can set m = 0. Then we may obtain 
many relations by imposing that the poles should be cancelled order by 
order between the two different branches, since the limit m —>• 0 should 
be smooth in the path integral of the massive A^ = (2,0) model. The 
partition function of the Nc = (2,2) model is given by a sum of terms 
with order zero in m. One can also obtain the symplectic volume of 
M( in terms of a sum of contributions coming from branch (ii). 

In the real situation life is more complicated since it is difficult to 
achieve the generic conditions and the space 97^ may be non-compact. 
Its is in principle possible to elaborate on the above procedure and 
perform the integral. Even if we can't do such an integral due to tech- 
nicalities we can at least see that the essential information on the cor- 
relation function of the original A^c = (2,0) model is contained in the 
fixed points which belongs to branch (ii). 
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